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Explanatory notes 

References to dollars ($) are to United States dollars, unless otherwise 
stated. 

The monetary unit  in the Libyan Arab Republic is the Libyan dinar (Lu). 

During the period covered by the report ,   the value of the LD in relation to the 
United States dollar was  t1  - LD 0.296. 

References to "tons" aro to metric tons, unless otherwise specified. 

The following abbreviations of organisations are used in this publication: 

IDCAS Industrial Development Center for Arab States 

OBOI General National Organisation for Industrialization (Libyan 
Arab Republic) 

LCC Libyan Cement Company 

SUMIS Souk El-Khaais General Company for Cement and Building 
Materials (Libyan Arab Republic) 

The following abbreviations of foreign companies are used: 

0 A B Grifo und Beifinger 

KHD Klò'okner Humboldt Deuts 

PEG Prospective Engineering Gestion 

SP Siom Forindus 

TCH Technical Center Holderbank 

TCWE Theodor Christ, Water Engineering 

TPCC Toura Port land Cement  Company 

WEDAG West fai ia Dinendahl Aktiengesellschaft Groppel 

The following abbreviations of technical terms are used: 

AM Alumina modulus 

BSS British Standard Specifications 

CaO Quicklime (calcium oxide) 

Ca(0H) Slaked lime (calcium hydroxide) 
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LOI Loss of ignition 

LPS Loro Paras ini screening (station) 

]/sec litres per second 

LSF Lime saturation factor 

masi metres above sea-level 

mg/l milligrams per litre 

MS Mogensen sixers 

ppm parta per million 

SR Silica ratio 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this 

publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part 

of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any 

country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firm names and commercial producta does not imply the endorsement 

of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 
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SUMMART 

Ulis  is the report of a mission to assist the Government of the Libyan 

Arab Bepublic in consolidating the Benghazi cement factory and in advising about 

the development of the oeaent industry in general.    The assistance was requested 

by the Government, approved by UKIDO in June 1975 «id financed under the UNIDO 

Trust Fund.    The expert*s assignment was for a year, to be undertaken at short 

intervals starting in February 1976.    His report gives a detailed account of the 

cement industry at Benghasi and proposals for follow-up work.    His principal 

recommendations concern strengthening the skilled labour force and assuring the 

supplies of raw materials,  namely limestone and gypsum. 

Ike rapid development of the cement  industry in Benghazi (up to 10 times 

capacity within six years) from start-up of the first production line (200,000 

tons per year) in 1972 until the commissioning of the Hawari plant in 1978, 

bringing the total production to 2 million tons per year has brought about a 

demand for experienced technical personnel and reserves of raw materials. 

After a detailed revision of labour distribution, an organigram for technical 

personnel has been laid out with job descriptions.    Labour requirements have 

bean defined for operating the third production line with a surplus to be 

trained for the Hawari oeaent plant.   A general survey of raw materials has 

confined that whereas sufficient reserves of good quality limestone and clay 

are assured for the forthcoming 50 years of cement production, exploitable gypsum 

reserves explored so far are hardly sufficient for 10 years.    Further detailed 

investigations for gypsum reserves sust be made. 

(«lestions relating to the water Bystem were ohecked.    Further investigations 

are required to assure adequate water supply from Wadi Oat tara wells after adoption 

of the sixth well, modification of sequence pumping system, and installation of 

flow-meter and pressure gauges.    Owing to deterioration in the quality of the 

water, an advanced water déminéralisation process will be necessary;    a 

duplication of the déminéralisation unit is advisable for more secure operation. 

Considerable progress has been made towards establishment of a training 

and managerial development centre with modern technological facilities.    It 

would be beneficial if technical co-operation oould be obtained in this field. 
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Problems of the Hawari UM plant were also closely investigated,  with a 

stmdy Bade of bottle-necks and of the deficient supply of sized limestone. 

Data analysis and screening tests have led to proposals for proper performance 

ani optimum productivity. 

Modifications are recommended and explained in detail,    nie sain features 

of the scheduled extension of the lime plant have been designed to eliminate 

Starace obstacles encountered in the present works. 

The problems with raw materials recently experienced at the Souk El-Khamis 

cement  project (1 million tons/year) were studied at the site.    Remedies were 

planned along with investigations of emergency supplementary raw materials,   long- 

tens prospection and procedure of quarry opening.    Contractual obligations were 

negotiated with the project management    in consultation with the expert. 

A general survey was made of the availability of preliminary raw materials 

in the Harj/Dema area for the installation of a cement project  in the eastern 

tone.     Pilot samples of the karj area are promising, but it  is recommended that 

detailed studies include a resent market study for the selection of suitable site 

location and project sise. 

Detailed studies have revealed surplus cement-grinding capacity which can 

be utilised for production of masonry cement for building purposes, which is 

eoonosiically advantageous for producers and consumers.    Possibilities of raw 

materials and testing facilities were surveyed. 

During the mission, various questions were settled in co-operation with 

national counterparts such as participation in the planning and execution of 

measures necessary for junction of the third production line with the existing 

plant;    linkage of heat-carrier oil piping of the kiln firing system;    clinker 

reclamation conveyors from clinker storage hall;    cement pneumatic convoy pipes; 

ami gypsum storage and handling facilities.    The old Bajma gypsum quarry was 

readied for proper exploitation and economical transport.    Defects in the 

physical tests of cement were remedied through proper control of testing 

conditions and the substitution of worn parts;   ultimately successful results 

nere attained.    Technological principles were emphasised for programming 

preventive maintenance of machinery and equipment ;   systematic ordering of 

spare parts and production implements based on data of mean lifetime;    ordering 

and minimum amount of stocks;   survey of refractory lining with comprehensive 

register for life history of kiln sones;    organisation of refilling mills to 

simplify recharging of grinding media and to control consumption rates. 
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IlITK DUOïiCW 

This ir  ch'i  r-jrort  of tht project  "Assistance   bo the  Libyan Coment  Company" 

(TF/L 1^75/002).    The expert was assigned for one year to the Government of the 

Libyan Arab Republic,  who requested the assistance.    The project was approved 

by UNIDO in June 1975 and financed under the UNIDO Trust Fund at a cost of 

•49,000. 

The Libyan Cement  Company (LCC) has participated in the national   industrial 

devolojwfmt of the country with a major share of transactions.    Prospects are 

favourable fur its further contribution under th3 forthcoming industrialization 

plans. 

LCC started the first cement production line in April  1972 with an annual 

production capacity of 200,000 tons of normal Portland cement.    The second 

production line augmented the cement production capacity to 600,000 tons/ymr 

starting in August 1973.    The third production line,  whirh  is under construction, 

will ine: j as e the yearly out*.   '  to a million tons by July I976 (scheduled date 

of readiness for acceptance tests).    Near the present site the Hawari  cement 

plant is being installed with a yearly production capacity of 1 million tons; 

it is expected to start up by Pebruary 1973.    In conjunction with cement 

production, a lime plant with a production capacity of 43,000 tons of hydrated 

lime per year was erected at the same site;    it makes use of sized limestone 

fro« crushers of cement production lines.    This lime plant went into operation 

in March 1975;    ite size is expected to double in the near future.    A factory 

for paper bags was started up in June 1975 with an installed yearly production 

capacity of 20 million paper bags;    it is a complementary service to  the cement 

and lime industry.    A new factory for burnt-clay hollow bricks and another for 

concrete blocks are under construction,  thus adding to the industrial national 

potential and round'.ng out an industrial estate of allied industries. 

With the rapid expansion of industrial projeots in diversified fields of 

activity, LCC has been confronted with a greatly increased need for experienced 

technical personnel to cope with the dual task of operation and expanding the 

factories.   The management of LCC is planning to introduce major training 

programmes involving national technical personnel for cement extensions and 

allied building materials industries and to extend the scope of its activities 
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to cover technical and managerial consultancy for various developing industri -• 

UNIDO has therefore  beon requested for technical  co-operation to  help  consolidate 

the Bengasi cement factory and to advise about  expanding the coment   industry in 

general.    The consultant wa3 sent on an introductory mission of three months 

starting on 7 February 1976. 

According to the job description, the expert was expected: 

(a) To supervise the production and engineering departments and to co- 

ordinate and guide the work in both departments ; 

(b) To propose production and maintenance plans and to approve and 

follow-up executive programmes; 

(c) To supervise development and simplification studies and to solve 

problems by utilizing their conclusions; 

(d) To propose specifications and standards of good raw materials and 

equipment,  and to control the commitment to such specifications; 

(e) To participate in the relevant committees in discussion of matters 

relating to the departments ; 

(f) To follow-up and up-date the world research and development in the 

cedent industry and to help sake the conclusions in this area available; 

(g) To submit periodic reports on the work of the departments; 

(h)    To propose training requirements for looal trainees to replace 

foreign technicians; 

(l)    To study projects referred to him by the LCC. 
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I. PTiTJjiiras r~? CO;ICI/J3:OIí¿ 

Extension pro .-get s 

¿inca the LCC project began in 1969» there has been an upsurge of activities 

evolving from the rapidly growing extensions of the cement  industry and the 

installation of new plants of allied industries.    After the start-up of the 

Benghazi cement  extension (the third production line) and of the new Hawari 

cement works,  the yearly production capacity will attain 2 million tons of 

•ornai portland cement.    This huge volume of production will impose a sizable 

harden of technical and administrative responsibilities and will call for re- 

assessment of the labour force and of the prospects for raw materials. 

Origanization of the labour force 

The functions of technical personnel have been carefully defined and the 

responsibilities of each individual clarified.    Promotion channels for various 

levels of personnel have been established within sections and departments. 

Vie questions of administrative, commercial and financial departments are 

handled by the aanagesent and training adviser.    An organigram for technical 

personnel has been drawn up (see annex I).    A job description has been outlined 

for each raeaber of the technical departments.    All particulars have been dis- 

cussed in detail with the responsible technical personnel as well   as with the 

•anagenent and training adviser, ani certain traditions governing personnel and 

aepartoental functions have also been taken into account. 

As the third production line will shortly be put into operation, the new 

requirements for labour have been discussed with the responsib.<. technicians 

the productivity and technical skills of individuals have been '.v.:iuatei 

consultant Prospective Engineering Gestion (PES) was approached on thé  \~- .- 

tion of fulfilling labour requireaents specified by machine suppliers f >r    rep« r 

operation and maintenance.    During the last few years some technicians from 

abroad have bean employed to oo-operate with local personnel to achieve the 

optimal functioning of production lines.    Considerable numbers of local techni- 

cians have learned skills and they are progressively taking over the major res- 

ponsibilities of operation and maintenance.    Many have already substituted Tor 

foreign specialists,   Bsvertheless, the rapid growth of tasks and responsibilities 

lapos«! by the successive extensions have exceeded the rate at which local 

personnel oan be trained. 
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Some of the units of the third productA vi  Tine  will be  tented  i •  :i  triai  run 

that was expected to atart  in June  197<5»  followed  one month later hy  > nxr.lv.-.zon- 

ing and putting into operation with material flow.     The date of readiness  fjr 

acceptance tests was scheduled for 27 July 1976.    The new labour force required 

for operation and maintenance of the third production line is therefore 

urgently needed.    However,  it has been arranged with management that some of the 

batter qualified present technical personnel will take over the responsibilities 

for the operation and maintenance of the third production line,  and some of the 

assistants will be promoted to take on greater responsibilities in the old plant. 

Many vacancies will consequently occur which will necessitate proper 

programming for immediate replacement.    Meanwhile,  a group of experienced 

personnel oust be formed for the new Hawari plant under construction,  thus 

entailing the employment of an additional number of personnel to allow enough 

time for on-the-spot training and profit to be gained from scholarships avail- 

able for upgrading local skills.    The present labour situation has been surveyed 

and a programme for the required reinforcement of the labour force has been 

proposed, as indicated in the following summary. 

ammber required lumber 

Urgent 

yet to be 

Seoond 
stage 

employed 
Area of work 

Benghasi 
1 and 2 Ext. 3 Total Total 

Raw materials 55 32 87 2 30 32 
Mills, kilns, 
paoking 159 75 234 17 58 75 

Laboratories 21 5 26 3 2 5 
Meohanioal mainte- 
nance and workshop 107 39 146 12 34 46 

lleotrioal mainte- 
nance and workshop 31 9 40 2 7 9 

Transport J& -la .24 —i -12 13 
Total 431 176 607 39 141 180 

It should be emphasises that the extra personnel recommended will need 

long-term training for the smwari cement project which requires a considerable 

ber of well-trained personnel.   However, this will not impose an excessively 
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heavy burden on the   la.V  v •      -tn  in re.a'ion ',o  factor- of n-?r:?nt c;:;t  • .   CT. 

Thft  impact of the  prr^-^^i ^nnioyr.ent   •   ./ y -.   .oncluiot'  ."icm tho  f-'I " r-tùiir,  dal. s. 

in which actual fi/rar-ü;  of thn bu<L-~;t   pjr tho preceding year,   1975»   ¿rf; ccrp.ir.d 

with  the anticipated labour situation worked out  to the maximum  labour density 

with the guaranteed production capacity of machinery and equipment,  at present 

market prices. 

Item 
Financial year 1975, 
production  lines 

1   and 2 

Anticipated first 
year,  production 
lines  1,  2 and  3 

Production:    quantity (tons) 456,624 

value (LD) 5»479,48e 

Total  labour force (number) 569 

Total payment (salaries,   indemnity, 
social participation and allowances) 1,030,543 

Average individual  pay ( LD) 1,811.143 

Payment/production value ($) 18.307 

Productivity/payment (LD) 5.317 

Man hours/ton production 2.351 

1,000,000 

12,000,000 

770 

1,463,000 

1,900.000 

12.192 

8.202 

I.762 

It is evident  from the table that  the major part of improvement  in labour 

productivity may be attributed to  the   increased production capacity avail ad ~oy 

the extension project. 

Prospects   for : y.-i r?.tprials 

The rapid development of tne  cedent industry in Bei.3I.az:   b-,   13  ein      ./L'.Li 

6 yaar3f  starting with the first  production line in 197¿ with        apaci y  _: 

200,000 tons yearly production and growing to a total yearly p:-.\ auction c\paci .,y 

of 2 million tons  by the start-up  of the Kawari  cement works in 1973» <-"-lls for 

a thorough reassessment  of reserves of raw material.    A general survey cf the 

situation affirms that sufficient   reserves of good quality   lir.cstono and clay 

are assured for the forthcoming 50 years, whereas the Eupply of gypsum has to 

be replenished. 
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Lineatone and clay 

The limestone/clay area extends south of the viorks site,  about  8.5 km south- 

east of Benghazi along the asphalt road to Soluk.    (See orientation sketch, 

annex II ). 

The surface of the area is a smooth,  gentle slope from east to west which 

drops off more rapidly in the west where an outcrop of silicified crust at 

the top of the limestone sequence forms a conspicuous  escarpment in the field. 

Vast areas of red clay extend in the neighbourhood,  increasing in thickness 

(2.5 to 6.5 m) from west to east.     It is underlaid by a thick  limestone deposit 

compound of silicified calcareous crust 1  to 3 m thick at the top and a rela- 

tively soft and porous chalky layer of limestone    at   least 30 to 50 m thick 

at the bottom. 

The availability and suitability of limestone and clay were carefully 

investigated at various stages of the project:    at the start of feasibility 

studies for the original project,  for extension production lines 2 and 3,  and 

ultimately for the new cement works at Hawaii.     Oeological pi^ospection and 

precise analysis were performed by the Swiss consultant firm Technical Center 

Holderbank (TOH) and the German firm Klöckner Humboldt Beuta (KHI)).    The final 

results were again evaluated by the present Swiss consultants  PEG. 

The investigations proved the homogeneous nature and favourable composition 

of raw materials suitable for the production of a satisfactory quality of 

Portland cement with no need for any corrective additive material.     In virtue 

of their favourable mineralogica! constitution,  with only slight variations, 

the burnability and dust evolution are within reasonable limits.     •:; :.ora  ly 

speaking, the  limestone is of high quality, °1  to °7/S CaCÒ.,.     However,   :n 

some spots undesirable ingredients (such as magnesia,   sulphates, clkc.lie:, 

chlorides) occasionally occur to various extents.    The MgO content   is net 

excessive, and through proper homogenization it  can be included in the 

over-all assessment  of reserves;    the average MgO content may still be kopt 

in the raw mix within the admissible limitB.    As the chloride content is 

subject to considerable variations, fluctuating around 0.4$»  allowance was 

•ade in the Hawari  plant (Humboldt type heat exchange preheat er),  for hot 

gases in the kiln to be partly bypassed prior to passing through the heat 

exchanger, in order to keep the evaporation and condensation cycle of the 
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alkali chlorides within reasonable limits and to prevent  reduction in flow- 

ability and the resulting clogging tendency of raw meal in the lowermost  stages 

of cyclones, 

T   Jerves of raw materials in the areas  investigated were worked out  by KHD 

in order to estimate their lifetime in relation to the total scheduled produc- 

tion of 2.1 million tons of cement per year.     With an average  thickness of 

5 m for clay,  reserves  were intimated to be about 44,800,000 ton3 which would 

suffice for a period of  over 50 years.    The  limestone exploitation at 40 m 

thickness was reckoned to be about 213,500,000 tons,  which are sufficient  for 

over 100 years of production.     Those  results were reviewed bv PEG,   who recom- 

mended limestone exploitation dovm to   23 m only,  in order tc  avoid the lower 

strata of comparatively higher KgO and CI content,     fy implication,  the upper 

exploitable part  is sufficient to cover requirements for about 50 years. 

This would secure the advantage of lower chloride content   in the raw meal. 

The kiln bypase could be operated with a smaller amount of kiln gases, and 

this would reduce the frequency of necessary cyclone cleaning and  thus 

increase  the regularity of kiln operation. 

Therefore,  sufficient materials have been anticipated for the  first 

50 yearB at full production with trouble-free prospects.     Official measures 

are being taken to procure the newly investigated areas to add to  originally 

preserved concessions of raw materials.    The deposit  so far investigated 

constitutes only a small portion of a region in which the same occurrence of 

raw materials extends over vast areas. 

Gypsum 

The prospecte  for gyp sun reserves  do not  seem to be so convenient.    Further 

detailed investigations  for more gypsum reserves would be much appreciated 

to accomplish a more certain survey of available deposits.     After the third 

cement production line  is put into operation (July 1976),  and with the start- 

up of the Hawari cement  plant (March 1973),  the a^ual production capacity for 

cement will be 2 million tons.    On the basis of <¡ff> gypsum addition,  the 

appropriate gypsum raqui rement would then amount to  100,000 tons.     Moreover, 

the Marj/Derna cement project is expected to have a yearly production capacity 

of 5O0|OOO tons of cement, which would mean a further yearly requirement  of 

25,000 torn of gypsum,   or a total requirement  cf 125,000 tons of raw gypsum. 
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nie prospection performed BO far for raw materials for the Marj/Derna project 

has not yet disclosed a reliable gypsum deposit   in the prospected areas,  and 

it has therefore been reported (by the consulting firm UNICONSULT)  that raw 

gypsum requirements will have to be supplied from the gypsum deposits in the 

proximity of Benghazi.    Por a proper project feasibility study, the gypsum 

requirements for 50 years  lifetime should be taken into account, amounting to 

6.25 million tons. 

The latest gypsum investigations  in the Benghaai area were carried out by 

Strojexport Geoindustria of Prague, under the permanent  field supervision of 

the Geological and Mining Section, Ministry of Industry.     It was reported that, 

the  gypsiferous belt situated along the Ragma-Bu Mariani asphalt road reaches 

the width of I5 km, with the discovery of new gypeu» outcrops near an escarp- 

ment slope 10 km distant from Hawa AI  Barrag and gypsum outcrops near Sidi Mabruk. 

This investigation led to the conclusion that total available  gypsum reserves 

in the Ragma-Bu Mariam belt and the Hawa Al Barrag area amount  to 891,060 tons. 

An additional amount of 56,201  tons of gypsum was found in Gara, but this deposit 

could not be recommended for extraction owing to the feeble thickness of the 

gypsum layer and the proportionally high overburden.     In addition,  this deposit 

is the most distant from the factory site with the worst accessibility.    It is 

worth mentioning also that Ar-Ragma 1  deposit,  blocks I and II,  respectively 

comprising 18,725 and 49|2?6 tons of gypsum, are  located close to Ar-Ragma 

village on one side and the military area on the other side.     Since gypsum 

began to be exploited it has been impossible to  approach this area and it may 

become even more difficult to access in the near future.    On the other hand, 

there exist several separate gypsum deposits which were estimated roughly at 

200,000 tons, but this must be ascertained through proper prospection. 

However,  the most optimistic assumption is that   if all the above-mentionod 

amounts are completely exploited,  the gypsum reserves would total a maximum 

available quantity of 1,147»261 tons. 

In the above-mentioned report it was considerei that the situation would 

permit the construction of a plaster factory having a capacity of 7»000 tons 

of plaster per year, which Mas previously recommended by Bellrock International 

Ltd.    in 1965»    The last geological report confirmed the proposal for the 

establishment of a plaster industry for ths production of medical plaster, 

construction plaster,  lightened structural elements on a pearlite-plaster 

basis and others. 
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The situation is now quite different.    A better idea of the sufficiency of 

these gypsum reserves may be gained from the following data.     • 

Cement 
production 

(tons) 

Consumption 

Gypsum 
(tons) 

Basis  of 
estimate 

Apr. 72-Dec.75 

Jan. 76-JUI.76 

Aug. 76-Mar. 78 

Apr. 78 + IO y «an 

Total 

1.153,519 

368,000 

1,666,000 

20,000,000 

70,000 

18,000 

83,000 

1,000,000 

Actual figures 

Production 
lines   1  and 2 

Production 
lines 1, 2 
and 3 

Benghazi 1 
and Hawari 

23,187,519        1,171,000 

This indicates that the exploitable gypsum reserves that have been explored 

•o far are hardly sufficient for 10 years«  consumption dating from the start-up 

of the Hawari cement plant,  even with the most optiaistic prospects and without 

taking into consideration the additional demands of the Marj/Derna cement 

project sinoc the feasibility study of this project is still to be completed. 

To establish a sound cement  project,   it is the normal practice to foresee the 

necessary raw materials for at least 25 years lifetime of the original project 

plus another 25 years of reserves to account for future unforeseen expansion. 

The solution to this critical question of gypsum discrepancy is not yet 

clear.    The consultant would therefore propose a precise reassessment of the 

whole situation, starting from a more detailed investigation for new gypsum 

resources in the amount of 6 million tons.    After the gypsum reserves are 

clearly investigated, the situation can then be revised for planning proper 

solutions.   Meanwhile it would be advisable to abandon the aforementioned 

proposal for plaster produotion, unless the idea is restricted to the 

production of medioal plaster in a small-scale kettle or autoclave, in view 

of its ainor consumption of gypsum and in virtue of the extreme puurity of 

fin« crystalline gypsum in various deposits. 
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Water system 

The present system for water supply and circulation comprises ground water 

tralla,  pressure sand filters, demineral i zat i on unit  and cooling towers for 

indastrial purposes, sterilisation installation for sanitary utilizations and 

bacteriological device for treatment of drainage and sewage.    All particulars 

of the system have to be revised to allow for ample expansion to cope with 

scheduled extensions.    The daily water requirement has been estimated to be 

400 •    at the present stage,   to be increased by 250 m    for the third production 

lin« and 95O m   for the Hawari cement plant, the total being 1,600 m  ;    this 

total should be reckoned as 2,000 m   to account for future requirements of 

plants for clay bricks and concrete blocks that are under construction and 

ta« scheduled extension of the  lime plant and of the residential area.    The 

whole situation nay be clarified by the following survey. 

Matar supply 

LCC owns six water wells located at Wadi Gattara,  3 km east of the factory 

ait« in the Benghazi Plain, between the industrial area and the escarpment of 

Bassa plate (as indicated in annex II).    The wells are dug to the depth of 

110,  110,   110, 110,  106,   103 m.    Pive wells are provided with submerged water 

passa setting at 76» 87,  81, 90.5, 96 »i whereas the sixth is not yet in 

;ion.    Rydrogeologists have stated that below the Ragma escarpment water 

to the weBt through limestone fault zones and subsurface solution systems. 

Ih;« tests carried out in the secondary water reservoir on Wadi Gattara suggested 

hi»* velocity of ground water towards the wells, varying from 7.9 to 15 cm/sec. 

Bu static water level in the area varies from 52 to 58 "> below land surface 

•sal 1 to 4 B fros aean sea—level.    The rate of discharge fluctuates between 

7 and 10 l/seo for the existing pumps. 

Some difficulties have been encountered in obtaining water requirements 

daring occasional summer peaks.    Investigations have been performed by 

hjdrogeologists of the General Water Authority during November 1975.    Pumping 

teats were conducted on the six wells to study their performance and to 

evaluate the aquifer parameters.    The tests could not be conducted under ideal 

ooaaUtions of controlled long—duration pumping because while one well was 

beimg tested other nearby wells were being operated to provide immediate water 

reaairements.    Owing to the design of existing pumps,  the wells could not be 

tested at the required low yields, in order to avoid the danger of building 

op high back pressures. 
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ft« chemical analysis of water samples indicated that there was some 

dilution in the concentration of salts in ground water along Wadi Gat tara,  and 

that the water quality deteriorated progressively towards the west and south- 

west of the LCC well-field area.    The total dissolved solids have increased in 

all wells generally by 80 to 200 ppm over one year (November '\9T4 to 

October 1975)t  entering the range of 58O to 1,040 ppm.    The water quality is 

therefore progressively deteriorating with the high annual extraction of ground 

water owing to increasing over-all draft combined with the limited annual re- 

charge of aquifer.    Consequently,  it is recommended that an advanced water 

déminéralisation process be introduced in the near future.    Preparatory moni- 

toring should be adopted through periodical checking of water to ascertain the 

extent of the deterioration and to determine the quality in general. 

The Generai Water Authority concluded that the yield of the six wells could 

easily attain 1,500 m   per day if the dynamic water levels of the wells were 

stabilized to yield 3 to 5 l/sec.    The resultant daily yield from a well would 

be considerably higher than under the present system.    Por securing a combined 

yield of 1,500 m    per day, the automatic system is recommended to allow for 

operation of the wells, alternatively, Nos.  1,  5 and 6 in one group and Nos. 

2, 3, and 4 in another group, and to control the delivery of each well by its 

Cats valve to reduce the yield rate, to check the back pressure on the pump 

with a pressure gauge and to measure the rate of flow with a flowmeter. 

The consultant therefore proposes that the original suppliers of the auto- 

Batió water system (Franz Hittmeyer) be requested to introduce well No.  6 into 

their system, to adjust the yield rate of each well to the required level, and 

to adopt the programming of the automatic system to the recommended sequence. 

After these facilities are provided, final confirmatory tests can easily be 

performed whioh will dearly indicate any extra measures to be taken before 

the start-up of the Hawari plant. 

Industrial water 

The cooling-water installation comprises the package 000ling towers, 

cooling-water booster pumps, press filters, cooling-water elevated tank, 

supply pumps, make-up water pumps, storage tanks and a déminéralisation unit. 

The press filters are oomposed of cylindrical shells charged with 1.2 to 

2.0 am quarts gravel capable of removing foreign insoluble matter down to a 
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residual content of less than 5 mg/l, washable by water back-flow and scaveng- 

ing, drawn-in air.    The maximum admissible degree of fauling is indicated as 

differential pressure.    The cooling water is industrially treated by the déminé- 

ralisation unit for decarbonation through a weak-acid cation exchanger (Amberlite 

IRC - 84).    After exhaustion of the ion exchanger, regeneration is accomplished 

witk hoi acid.    The package cooling towers are designed for a cooling range of 

38°C    The water evaporation with the dissipated heat leads to progressive con- 

oentiation of total dissolved solids.    Adequate amounts of solids are therefore 

blown down and 4   '. consequent water loss  is compensated for by ample make-up 

fresh water supp The close study indicates that the cooling-water installa- 

tion« have been wor,       out for ample water velocity and flow-rate to cope with 

the requirements of the three production lines, except for the demoralization 

unit.    For the latter the consultant suggests a duplication for more secure 

opeiation.    The existing unit had been supplied by the Äfiss firm Theodor 

Christ, Hater Treatment Engineering and Equipment with the first production 

line;    it has an hourly capacity of 12 m3 and system capacity per regeneration 

of 300 »A    It is designed for raw water composition of 18.7    total hardness, 

12.5°d oarbonatio hardness,   148 ppm sodium and 263 ppm chloride.    It  is evident 

that the progressive deterioration of raw water imposes an extra burden on the 

present déminéralisât ion plant.    Furthermore, the water losses include 

evaporation and spray losses in the cooling towers, water consumption in the 

plant for requirements of the conditioning towers of eleotrical dust precipi- 

tators and the anticipated losses from internal water cooling of cement mills, 

leakage within the cycle, and blow-down quantities.    All these losses are 

increasing considerably.    It is worth mentioning that serious scales are 

building up within the cooling pipes.    Consequently, the blow-down process 

has to be performed more frequently to dilute the concentration of total 

dissolved solids.    The reinforcement of the déminéralisation procedure is 

therefore of primary importance. 

Drinking water system 

Hater for sanitary purposes is sterilized by the aid of ultraviolet rays 

in a series of U-tubes equipped with exohangable ultraviolet ray bulbs. 

The drinking water is drawn from the ground reservoir by the supply pump to 

the drinking-water supply pumps feeding the supply main, which is connected 

with a hydrophore system for maintaining pressure through an air compressor. 
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This system was installed with the first production line when the daily 

consumption was 27 a •    Consumption is now expected to increase with the 

three production lines up to 60 m ,  on the assumption that there will be a 

requirement of 60 litres/per capita/day of sanitary water.    The drinking water 

installation is ample for such an increment.    However it is recommended that 

the chemical  laboratory be provided with necessary equipment for performing 

bacteriological tests to properly control drinking water. 

Sewage water treatment 

The treatment of sewage water is  effected through a biological metoxy 

plant, comprising successive processes of mechanical disintegration of solid 

sediments, oxidation of bacteria by vigorous agitation with compressed air, 

and ultimately sterilisation against remanent bacteria by overflowing the 

supernatant liquid and exposing it to the disinfecting action of ultraviolet 

rays from special bulbs which can be exchanged when completely fatigued. 

The sewage water can then be utilized for agricultural purposes without 

hygienic danger. 

This sewage water-treatment device was originally supplied by the Swiss 

firs METOBAU;     it has a daily treatment  capacity of 42 m    of normal sewage 

water.    With the expected increase in sanitary water consumption in accordance 

with the growth in the labour force,   it would be necessary to extend the 

present sewage handling facilities either by doubling the existing biological 

treatment installation or by connecting the site sewage with the main drainage 

system, to be accomplished by the municipal authorities. 

Qypsum storage capacity 

Riring the period of the mission,  the writer participated in the planning 

and exeoution of measures necessary for junction of the third production line 

(being built) to the existing plant (Benghazi I and II), without interrupting 

production.    Linkage has been accomplished for various aspects such as the 

heat-carrier oil piping of the kiln firing system, clinker reclamation from 

the clinker storage hall by vibrating extractors and rubber belt conveyors, 

oement-oonveying pipes fro» the mill house pneumatically to cement storage 

silos in the packing-plant seotion, and the gypsum storage and conveying 

facilities.    The latter will most probably prove a bottle-neck that will 

V 
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obstruct the continuity of the feed for the cement mills.    The gypsum storage 

bin is of concrete construction with a capacity of 600 tons;    it was originally 

provided with a pendulum switch that signaled on the control panel when the bin 

was full, and with a vibrating feeder for reclaiming s+ored gypsum from the 

discharge chute. 

This gypsum bin is expected to serve the third cement mill in addition 

to the present two.    The scheduled modification includes: 

(a) Replacement of discharge chute by a sturdy plate construction, 

with wear plates of polyethylene on chute surfaces, and the modification of the 

discharge part of the conorete gypsum bin; 

(b) Erection of an apron feeder underneath the discharge, 800 x 3,000 m, 

to be used as a reclaiming belt for the storage bin. 

The future daily gypsun requirement for cement grinding is estimated as 

5)t of 3,000 tons (being the guaranteed daily production of clinker) - 15O tons 

of raw gypsum.    The storage capacity of the gypsum bin was therefore considered 

sufficient to cover four days of full production.    In fact the angle of repose 

of crushed gypsum is far more than anticipated by the suppliers.    Owing to 

excessive humidity and coarse crystalline texture, the gypsum builds up a steep 

top cone whioh imposes premature pressure on the pendulum switch indicators 

and consequently stops the gypsum supply,  leaving a considerable void at the 

top.    During the evacuation of the storage bin the gypsum sticks to the sides, 

allowing only a slender cone to flow out.    The outcrop of the two inverted 

cones of gypsum which can be discharged from the full gypsum storage bin is 

normally no more than 300 tons, a supply that hardly suffices for two days of 

oeaent grinding.    This situation will not bo suited to difficult running 

conditions in case of a longer interruption of crushing for major repairs or 

emergency cases.    After the erection of the extension installation,  the new 

storage capacity should be carefully examined among the particulars of handing 

over.    If the whole amount of stored gypsum is not freely available, the 

possibility of using vibrators on the bin sides may be studied from mechanical 

and constructional points of view. 

However,  in the transition period until the modification is made, one of 

the compartments of the raw materials storage hall has been devoted to the 

storage of orushed gypsum, which can be reclaimed by the stope scraper and 
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transferred to rubber belt conveyors leading to the gypsum hoppers of the 

cement mills.    This temporary storage facility affects the clay storage 

capacity which is accordingly reduced.    Still, it is advisable to keep this 

supplementary gypsum storage until the question of the gypsum storage bin is 

finally settled. 

Training and management development 

Experienced labour is the most necessary element for the efficient 

execution and operation of industrial projects.     Owing to the primary 

importance of promoting national skills for proper participation in the 

industrial process, the Prime Minister of the Libyan Arab Republic has 

expressed a special interest in a training and development centre mainly for 

the cement industry, in view of its strategic importance and generally for 

the building materials and ceramics industries because of their major impact 

on the industrial projects scheduled under future development programmes. 

The General Director of LCC and the training and management adviser (see 

annex III) have earmarked thiB project for prompt execution to conform to 

the most advanced technological standards.    Efforts have been exerted in the 

following directions: 

(a)    Detailed study of the available labour force - its nature, 

efficiency and possibilities - in order to initiate the most effective general 

strategy for achieving the targets oft: 

(i) Development of experienced national skills to meet the 
increasing demand for skilled labour of existing works 
and future extensions; 

(ii)    Intensification of present local experience to upgrade 
technical standards, to raise productivity and to develop 
efficiency to undertake more elaborate tasks by enabling 
workers to follow recent technological trends and scientific 
principles of process improvement, cost reduction and 
industrial security; 

(iii)    Stimulation of interest in acquiring further know-how and 
enoourageaent of self-education; 

(iv)   Participation of students and apprentices in reinforcement and 
development of industrialization facilities; 
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(b) Meanwhile, there have been parallel  efforts for organizing 

training particulars.    The regulations for training procedures have been 

formulated.    Some training programes have been implemented as an introduction 

to various fields of training:   orientation courses,  industrial security, 

operational instructions, fundamentals for industrial knowledge (linguistic 

study, natural science, draughtsmanship, professional skills,  instrumentation 

etc ) ; 

(c) Scientific references, industrial pamphlets and instruction manuals 

have been collected as a nucleus for a central library.    Author and title 

indices are being compiled for easy reference.     Subscriptions have been made 

to scientific periodicals,  industrial circulars and international statistics. 

A complete set of technological diapositives has been procured for training 

demonstration.    Workshops for supervisory training are regularly organized; 

(d) Major steps have been taken towards establishing a training and 

management centre to start activities in the cement industry with ample 

provisions for future expansion and to involve the allied industries of 

building materials and ceramics.    The centre is  expected to be equipped with: 

(i)    Instructors and drawing rooriB supplied with slide projectors, 
overhead projectors, flipcharts,  technological boards and 
•peoimen objects; 

(ii)   Linguistic laboratory with intercommunicating system and 
phonetic facilities for conversational study and practice; 

(iii)   Physical and chemical laboratories with necessary chemicals, 
apparatus and e lenente of standard specifications; 

(iv)   Mechanical workshop with mult i-training unit, working benches, 
universal workshop machines and their basic toola,  annealing 
facilities,  collections of instrumentation etc.; 

(v)   Production training hall with illuminated mimic diagrams for 
main processes,  industrial specimens, and whole and cut- 
away models for production units; 

(vi)   Closed-circuit TV video equipment,  including miniature studio 
with video camera for technical design and an adapter lens 
for photomicrographs. 

The soheduled programmes are closely co-ordinated with the existing training 

centres and with the organisation of scholarships.    In view of the vital 

importance of such efforts for industrial development and in virtue of well- 

established oases foreseen in training fundamentals, the project may be 
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oonsidered a model specimen for well-planned training facilities.    For a 

reinforcement of this training project, the consultant would recommend that 

LCG sake uae of UNIDO technical training aids,  industrial information services 

of practical interest, and research and documentary facilities in the form of: 

(a) Training opportunities arranged through UNIDO,  regional and inter- 

regional syaposia,  expert group meetings, seminars,  group training courses 

including in-plant courses,  industrial development workshops, management clinics 

and other training opportunities.   In-plant training helps to bridge the gap 

between the specific requirements of the factory and knowledge that the 

participants have acquired through their studies.    It also provides the 

opportunity for an exchange of ideas and experience between technical personnel 

and research institutes and among trainees themselves', 

(b) Circulation of publications issued by UNIDO such as the 

Industrialisation and Productivity Bulletin and Industrial Research and 

Development News,  and information on training for industry services,  industrial 

planning and programming, project formulation and evaluation, and special 

information publications such as Industrial Development Abstracts and Quides 

to Information Sources to provide information about the nomenclature of 

professional organizations, research centres,  learned societies, specialized 

information services, jearbooks, itatistics, economic data, bibliographies 

etc; 

(o)   Services of the UNIDO information clearing-house to answer 

questions concerning industrial problems, to obtain general information on the 

formulation of industrial development plans and on new breakthroughs in advanced 

technologies ; 

(d)   Fielding of international experts in maintenance procedures, process 

technology and quality control, mad to conduct on-the-spot training; 

instructors for programming, specialists in audiovisual aids etc* 

The consultant ams informed counterparts of the procedures for requesting 

UNIDO technioal oc—oparat ion. 

Mme factory 

The lime plant im installed at the site of the LCC for the economioal 

application of limes tome reserves.   The sised limestone from the main crusher 

is utilised for prodmotion of qmicklime (33,000 tons/year). 
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The Italian firm Siora Forindus - S.R.L. (3P) has a turnkey project which 

pat into operation on 15 February 1975»    The lise calcination procesB is 

on the normal general operation principles of vertical shaft kilns 

(Union Oarbide patent).    Limestone is charged by a skip-hoist at the top of 

the   shaft kiln, where the charging system is automatically controlled by a 

timer and level-control device.    Limestone is calcined as it descends through 

the kiln through four distinctive zones of storage,  preheating,   calcining and 

cooling, and is ultimately withdrawn as lime at the bottom.    Heat for calcina- 

tion is provided by hot combustion gases rising through the stone bed.    Fuel 

is injected by two tires of patented water-cooled burner beams extending 

across the kiln.    Hot gases are drawn up through the kiln by a high-speed fan 

attached to the gas-exhaust system, arranged to avoid channeling of heat that 

may create uneven calcination or possible refractory damage. 

Problems of existing lime plant 

The project has been hampered by the deficiency of Bized limestone since 

the beginning and is still suffering from a shortage in raw supply, which 

always leads to reduoed lime production or sometimes to a complete standstill. 

Tilia problem has been closely studied by the consultant and his findings are 

given in the following seotion. 

Tha limestone preparation is designed to treat limestone of 30-60 mm, 

sorted out by Nogensen sisera and Loro Paras ini vibrating screens (LPS),  by 

screening the crushed limestone from a NEMO hammer crusher which feeds the 

first and second LCC production lines, with a crushing capacity of 270 tons 

per hour.    The soreening function is effected through a pair of Nogensen sizers 

set with a mesh width of 100, 80, 50/25 mm.    drain aises bigger than 30 mm 

ars separated from the material flow and conveyed to the lime plant where LPS 

vibrating screens separate the 1 liest one lumps below 30 mm and over 60 mm; 

are then oonveyed to the silo for reject and discarded to the lime- 

storage hall of the oesent plant.    The lineatone lumps of the required 

aims ara led to the raw storage silo of 1,300 a3 working capacity, maximum 

costoni of 2,230 tona of limestone with 1.5 ton/*    bulk density.    The full 

oostent of the raw storage ai lo represents a saxtsn— working reaerve of 

273 hours running of tha lisa kiln, or 2,230 tona atorage capacity divided by 

8.73 toss hourly oonassption at rated kiln output.    After the limestone is 
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extracted from the raw storage silo,  it  is once more screened to separate the 

limestone lumps above 30 mm from fragments and limestone dust before it is 

charged into the intermittent lineatone skip for transfer to the kiln-feed. 

for calculation of the limestone requirements of the lime plant,  an 

average limestone sample may be compared with the theoretical CaCO.  content: 

/- Total Calcium 
calcium oxide Loss on 

• \  carbonate content ignition 
•••( Percentage )   

Theoretical figures 100.0 56.0 44.0 

Practical average 94*0 52.6 41.4 

The calculation may be based on 25t limestone natural humidity and 1.5# 

limestone loss as dust hanging with evolved gas.    By considering 5JL maximum 

residual CO» in the burnt lime, the kiln daily output should be reckoned as 

IO3 tons.    For obtaining this amount as product,  the lime kiln should be charged 

with a daily amount of limestone according to the formula: 

[(100 x 1.786 x 56/52.6) + 5] x I.O15 x 1.02 * 202.00 tons 

For a safe calculation the suppliers estimate that the lime kiln should 

be oharged with a daily quantity of 210 tons of limestone, which means: 

210 x 7 - 1 »47O tona of limestone/week,  or subtracting week-ends, 

1,470/6 - 245 tons of aised limestone per working day.    It should be taken 

into consideration that tbe limestone crusher is also normally idle during 

official holidays and during a stoppage of the cement kilns when the limestone 

storage halls are full.    Consequently, the requirements for the lime plant 

would be about 290 tons of sized limestone for each normal working day of the 

limestone crusher. 

A mound calculation of crusher performance is worked out as a proportional 

fonction of oeaent olinktr output.    The clinker production capacity is 

600 + 1,200 - 1,800 tons per day for kilns lbs.  I and II, or 600,000 tons of 

oliaker per year of 330 days oo-efficient of utilisation.   For a practical 

approach to the calculation of crusher output, the actual performance was 

revised over one year's operation.    As indicated in annex IV, the cément kiln 

performance during the year 1975 amounted to 73JÉ of the installed production 

capacity, vis:   438,526 tons of clinker coaparad with a target of 600,000 tons. 
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This reduoes the requirement of crushed limestone to about 500,000 tons, out 

of which theoretically 450»000 tons should be applied to clinker production 

plus sized 50,000 tona for lime production.    As a matter of fact, the actual 

figures for the year 1975 amounted to 506,461 tons of limestone from the 

crusher, out of which only 29,206 tons were sorted out for lime production, 

or only 5.&JL   of Ih« total crushed limestone.    This nay be divided by 

330 working days to give a daily average of 1,535 tons of limestone out of 

the crusher, fro» which the sized limestone for the lime plant would be 

154 tons average daily delivery.    This amount would suffice for the production 

of only 75 tons of quickliae,   if 10jt of the crushed limestone is sorted out 

by the screening device for the lime plant during the year 1975 *« illustrated 

in annex V, meaning a further reduction of the possibilities for lime 

production.    The deficient supply of sized limestone has been encountered 

•ino« the beginning, even during the handing-over tests.    As a consequence, 

lime production either has had to be frequently interrupted or seriously 

reduced. 

Tarious screening tests were performed for the present study, as 

demonstrated in annex VI and graphically represented in annex VII. 

furthermore, the consultant has investigated the partióle sise distribution 

in the limestone direoted to the lime plant from the hogensen sizes, as well 

ma the reject returned from the lime plant to the limestone storage hall and 

from these data me tas made the following findings: 

(a) The quantity of raw crushed limestone produced by the hammer 

crusher is not «afficient for yielding an adequate percentage of sized lime- 

atone for the lime plant.   This deficiency is owing to the reduced rate of 

o linker production, whioh amounted to 7$ of the installed capacity in 1975* 

This will certainly improve if the target for o linker produotion up to the 

total guarente«! figures is reached} 

(b) The portion of sised limestone (30-60 mm) actually delivered is 

in fact much lomar than anticipated in the feasibility studies.    As may be 

seen from si sie mm TI and VII, the preliminary screening test of the crushed 

limestone perfemmod by the consultant TCH indicated the utilisable percentage 

for lime manufacture as 17¿.    After the lime factory went into operation in 

February 1975» this percentage turned jut to be only 10)1.   The present study 
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hao shows a figure of about 15jt.    This discrepancy is mainly owing to the 

variable texture of the quarried limestone - from hard siliceous limestone in 

the top layer to friable, chalky limestone in the lower strata.    However,   in 

actual practice during the year this percentage dropped down to about 6*1. 

this aay be attributed to normal leaks in effectiveness of performance.     In 

this sena« losses can be represented by such things as blockage of the lime- 

stone chute leading to the LPS vibrating screen and delays  in screening 

resumption after daily intervals of gypsum crushing.    In order to verify the 

optisi» running conditions, a strict control was adopted for two weeks by 

responsible personnel.    It proved to be possible to attain 10jC size limestone 

regularly over different shifts, as indicated in annex VIII.    In this respect 

it ia recommended that the LPS limestone chute be enlarged from a 25 cm to a 

40 ça opening, and that a permanent control be organized by the general shift 

foreman to avoid any leaks of the sort ; 

(o)   Fro« the screening tests on the sized limestone over Mo gens en 

sisera, and the reject returned to the cement works, the interrelation between 

these portions indicate that a considerable amount of sized limestone ia 

progressively rejected and consequently the portion availed to the lime kiln 

ia reduced.    It is evident that the deep fall of sited limestone into the 

storage ai lo causes the lumps to break or even crumble into dust.    As may be 

seen fresi annex VIII,  the low limestone stock in the raw storage silo creates 

a deep fall of 12 to 16 • which increases the self-crushing potential,  thus 

diminishing the limestone stock.    It is therefore recommended that the raw 

limestone storage silo be kept full to reduce the height of the fall and 

consequently retain the required sise.    However, during long stoppages of one 

of the oeaent kilns,  the raw-mix silos are quickly full,  the limestone crusher 

is consequently stopped, and the raw supply to the lime plant is interrupted. 

In such oases the levai-of sized limestone in the raw-storage silo unavoidably 

drops.    As a safeguard against deep fall in such cases,  a apiral chute may be 

erected inside the raas-atorage silo to lead the s i sed limestone down without 

vigorous impact or appréciable loss; 

(d)   The deficiency of adequate sise limestone within the total crushed 

material may be overoomte by adjusting the scroening dimensions to make up an 

ample amount for securing regular operation of the lime plant at a reasonable 

production rate.    Starting with the WEDAO hammer orusher,  the gap setting was 
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adjusted to the best yield of grain sise 30-60 mm.   A considerable improve- 

ment of kiln-feed material nay be achieved by the extension of the size range 

from 30-60 nun to 25-70 mm, which augments material flow for lime production 

by about 9jt of the total crushed limestone, as may be concluded from the grain- 

sine distribution curve (annex VII).    For practical local manufacture, the 

lower screens can be made of 5-mm steel plate perforated by a 25 0 drill. 

The upper screens can be set from 8 mm 0 reinforcement steel to be spot- 

welded at 70 mm apertures. 

It is worth noting that within the supplier's project documents (estimate 

Ho.   4206,  page 19) it is plainly stated that the"kiln can be tailored to handle 

either limestone or dolomite in sizes as small as 25 mm or as large as 175 mm* 

The only requirement is that the ratio between the top and bottom sizes should 

be no more than about 2:1".    The sieving results and proposed modifications 

were discussed with the representatives of suppliers during their visit to 

Benghazi ( 12-15 April 1975) and they agreed to the proposed procedure. 

However, these modifications should be adopted quite gradually and with 

extreme caution.    Each step is to be adapted to the actual working conditions 

before the next step is tackled.    A precise follow-up should be conducted on 

all particulars for assuring quick reaction in proper time.    The smaller grain 

sise will ohoke the kiln, and therefore the burning process should be treated 

with extreme oare.    The bigger lumps will require more intensive burning for 

proper calcination of particle cores through more voluminous cross sections. 

This difficulty eventually leads to a tendency to higher calorific consumption, 

more C02 content, and consequently lower CaO content in the product.    According 

to the German Standard Specifications DIN IO6O (which is in force for the 

time beinf), (XL should not exceed 5% and CaO + MgO should not be lower than 

8O5C.    According to the performance guarantees of machine supplies,  the specific 

heat consumption is anticipated for 1,300 kcal/kg of burnt lime.    The revision 

of actual data for the burning process at full operation is quite promising 

and can easily allow for the expected tolerance, even though these factors 

have to be followed up with extreme care.    Meanwhile the probable rise in the 

calorific consumption will certainly be well compensated for by the greater 

eoonomy of higher production. 
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—        Expansion of lime production 

With the vast development programmes scheduled by the Libyan Arab Republic, 

an increasing demand on line has been created, which will require doubling 

the existing lis« production capacity of LCC to 33,000 tons/year of quicklime, 

äquivalent to 43,000 tons/year of slaked line for building purposes. 

Moreover, there exist further good prospects for lime requirements for 

industrial works.    The present extensions in limestone crushing capacity 
support the feasibility of expanding lime production by installing a second 
line production line similar in capacity to the present plant, and of establish- 

ing an equilibrium in limestone crushed to proper industrial sizes with secure 
supplies both for the present and proposed lime plants.    This trend is supported 

by the following facts: 

(a) Limestone available from present exploited and future Hawari 

quarries is satisfactorily pure, thus yi .tiding extra qualities of lime. 
As has been i Host rat ed by raw material prospection in the present concessions, 

it is sufficient for 50 years of full production and for further extensions of 
the same quality.    The good quality is also emphasised by practioal experience 
in the present production, being superior to requirements of standard specifi- 

cations.    The third oement production line and the Hawari project will yield 
a considerable proportion of orushed limestone to the appropriate dimensions 

with the least investment for quarrying, crushing and conveying equipment. 
The expansion is lime production is therefore economi o for both oement and 

lime industries} 

(b) The existing lime plant suffers from bottle-necks in storage 

oapaoities.   Lime production is consequently reduoed whenever the output of 

the limestone orusher is diminished for any reason) 

(o)   The proposed lime extension represents an ideal solution to such 
a problem sinoe the present and future storage oan be interconnected with such 

facilities to eliminate bottle-necks and secure smooth performance notwith- 

standing an eventual «rusher stoppage; 

(d)   The undesirable ingredients of limestone,  such as magnesia 

oontent, whioh are so harmful to ths oement industry may be tolerated in lime 
manufacture where the maximum limit of magnMia oontent is 10jC   The quarrying 

prooess oan therefore be organised in the most eoonomioal way. 
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The proposed main lines for the extension project are summarized in 

annex IX.   The estimated execution period is &bout 20 months from the date of 

oontraotinf until readiness for acceptance tests. 

Souk El-Khan i a ceaent project 

This project is maintained by Souk El-Khamis General Company for Cement 

and Building Materials (SUMS).    Its activities started with a lime plant of 

90,000 tons/year of quicklime which is already being commissioned and handed 

over.   The new cement plant of 1 million tons yearly production capacity, 

under construction by the German consortium Humboldt Wedag/Ortfn und Beifinger, 

is expeoted to be ready for acceptance tests by February 1977*    Serious raw 

materials problems arose recently, threatening the soundness of future cement 

production.    As an introduction to the study of this question,  a brief account 

of the background is given below. 

In 1971 Toura Portland Cement Co. (TPCC) was entrusted with performing 

a study for the installation of a lime plant in the Souk El-Khamis area (see 

orientation maps, annexes X and XI).    Li the area investigated the known 

potential limestone reserves suitable for quicklime industry were estimated as 

10,104,000 tons net proved and 3,716,000 tons net probable, or 13,320,000 tons 

total, with an average composition of 89.330 CaOOj, 3.34* KgCOy 4.61* Si02 

sad 1.65* ILO..    Por installation of a lis« factory with a yearly production 

oapacity of 90,000 tons of quicklime, necessitating the quarrying of approxi- 

mately 200,000 tons of limestone, the available reserves would cover the 

stipulated requirements for over 60 years.   The investigation was accomplished 

mainly for the establishment of the lime industry.    Besides, it was anticipated 

that there was the possibility for the ereotion of a oesent factory of 

200,000 tons of oeaent per year, necessitating extraction of about 360,000 tons 

of limestone. 

Tas oaloareous material proposed for the cement industry was estimated 

to be about 31,134,000 tons net proved and 5.356,000 tons net probable, or 

36,490,000 tons total.    The average analysis was reported to be 82.40* CaCO^, 

2.24* mgOO., 8.305s Si02, 4.O5J RgOy and 0,041% CI.    At the proposed rate of 

production, the lifetime of the field would be about 100 years.    Inferred 

recorves of considerable magnitude wore expeoted to exist in an area south of 

the area investigated and below the plains which was reoommsndsd for further 
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drilling to enlarge the category of potential reserves.    The spacing of the 

drilled holes was not done te fit into a regular grid.    The sites of the holes 

were intended for an investigation of the features of the hills and extensions, 

as well as for tying up BOM of the widely separated exposures without a much 

deeper approach to oloser particulars.    However, it was emphasized that should 

it be deoided to establish the cement industry in the area, more detailed raw 

•ateríais investigations should be accomplished and the deeper limestone strata 

should be explored. 

Hjr the end of 1972 it was decided to install a oement factory in the area 

with a yearly production capacity of 300,000 tons of cement.    Accordingly, the 

Italian firm Renardet - SAUF! was employed to sake a raw materials study and 

a projeot evaluation, to prepare an international tender,  analyse offers,  and 

supervise exeoution.    The consultant began by ohecking in detail the report of 

TPOC on raw materials reserves and relevant geology.    SAUTI affirmed the 

findings of TPCC as regards the estimated quantity of calcareous materials 

without reserves;   as regaros the quality of material defined suitable 

for a oement industry, a sore cautious partial composition of samples was 

recalculated with new oriteria of the proportionality of various 

thicknesses.    Aooording to the new estimate, the northern sector of the 

southern sone was reokoned to oomprise a quantity of about 22,016,000 tons 

net proved and 4|119|000 tons net probable,  or 26,1351000 tons total, with an 

average composition of 86.320 Ca003, 3.180 ItgOOy 5.290 SiOg, 2.020 Al^, 

1.050 F»2°3> and 1.20 alkalies.    SAUTI concluded that reserves were sufficient 

for a projeot of 500,000 toas per year of portland cement clinker for 25 years; 

they still recommended an additional boring campaign to ascertain further 

reserve«.   It was affirmed that average composition of raw mix from the 

investigated limestone area with clay from Bu CBieilan field had acoeptable 

physical and chemical properties for manufacturing portland oement of good 

quality |   they proposed the following raw-mix design (85.30 limestone and 

14.70 elay)» 
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Limestone x 6 Clay x 1 Raw mix Clinker 

SiOg 31.74 63.01 13.53 20.97 
A1203 12.12 15.94 4.01 6.21 

*2°3 
6.30 6.39 1.81 2.82 

CaO 2.57 41.80 64.79 

*o 9.54 2.64 1.74 2.70 
Alkalies 7.20 2.70 1.41 2.18 

CI 0.24 0.10 0.05 0.08 

LOI 6.56 35.47 - 

c*oo3 74.7 - 

SIR 2.34 

AX 2.20 

LSP 0.95 

V 58.56 

c2s 16.03 

V 11.69 

Ojftf 

Liquid phase at 1,450°C 
8.57 

23.85 

The projeot MM tendered and, on 12 June 1974, iti execution was 
entrusted to the consortium Humboldt Wedag/OrCfa und Be If infer as a turnkey 

oeasnt plant with a yearly production oapaoity of 1 million tons of cement. 

It mas stipulated in the general oontraot that the contractor must perform his 

own. revision of raw materials investigations and submit a report within 
60 days about final findings as to the suitability of available raw materials 

for oement manufacture.    In oase of positive results the oontract would oome 

into forcef   otherwise, the oontraot would be automatically oanoelled without 

reservations.    On 12 August 1974» the said report stated that the analysis 

performed by XKD ooinoided on the whole with the limestone analysis of TPCC 

and the olay analysis of SAUTI, whereas it differed quite widely from the 
limestone analysis of SAUTI.    Some differences have been attributed to lateral 

variations of KgO oontent.    However, XHD stated that the quality of raw 

materials was suitable for production of port land oement in accordance with 

MB 12/1958.    The KKD report added that sinos the ohemioal oomposition of the 

limestone might be subject to considerable lateral variations, it would be 

indispensable to have another series of boring made on a oloss mesh-grid. 
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KHD preBoribed a good homogenization of raw materials connected with a 

continuous ohemical quality control, and proposed a raw mixture composed of 

83.5JÍ limestone and 16.5^ day (from Bu Ohaylan), with the main constituents 

calculated aa follows: 

Percentage 

Si02 12.93 

A1203 4.11 

F*203 1.72 

CaO 41.18 

NgO 2.30 

80, 0.25 

Percentage 

LOI 35-98 

Alkalies 1.12 

CI 0.01 

SIR 2.2 

AN 2.4 
LSF 0.975 

KHD ooaaented that the raw mix would have normal composition,  suitable 

aodmli and favourable sintering properties.    The MgO,  30^ and CI content kept 

within acceptable limits,  even though the system of heat exchanger was designed 

with a bypass system in order to avoid higher amounts of circulating alkali 

chlorides and sulphates.    KHD ultimately re-estimated limestone reserves with 

a conservative calculation of 17.5 million tons, whioh would be sufficient for 

12 years running with 1 Billion tons annual production of cement.    Accordingly, 

the required raw materials investigations were entrusted to the Polish 

oonsmlting firm Polservice in December 1975.    Meanwhile, KHD selected the 

neighbourhood of bore-hole BH 5 for whioh test results entirely coincided. 

OHfa und Beifinger (O * B) opened the quarry in fulfilment of contractual 

stipulations.    KHD analysed samples from the new quarry front and deolared that 

the chesioal and geological situation was different from that expeoted on the 

basis of drillings.   It was emphasised that the abundant occurence of MgO 

would iapose an abnormal stripping and necessitate laborious seleotive 

quarrying.    Furthermore, an igneous layer of 2-3 s thick tuff traversed the 

quarry front with a volcanic ash composition oft 

Percentage 

Ca003 7.5 

Hj003 0.4 

8i02 82.5 

- -  AI2O3 1.5 
fs203 8.0 



Percent aire Percentage 

12.99 K2° 0.84 

4.21 Ma20 0.38 

1.57 LSF 100.00 

42.39 SiR 3.09 

1.45 AN 2.69 
0.11 
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Consequently, KHD proposed to apply the tuff instead of clay component 
in the raw mix, although it would display different burning characteristics 

than the clay of Bu Ohaylan owing to different mineralogical composition. 

Nixing proportions would then be 83.45^ limestone and 16.6$ tuff, yielding 

the following raw-mix composition: 

Si02 

A1203 

P-2°3 
CaO  - 

*° 

A correction has been recommended through addition of iron oxide 

(O.4-O«80 ^2°3^ *0T lowerin* tne relatively high silica ratio and alumina ' 

modulus (AN).    This raw-mix design reflects the situation at the existing 

quarry front which will be subject to changes during future exploitation. 

KHD eliminated limestone strata of undesirable NgO contentt and the residual 

accessible limestone would therefore be hardly sufficient for two years' 

production.   With respeot to the remaining limestone reserves, KHD asked for 

the initiation of additional check drillings within the area previously 

investigated.    A new calculation of reserves can be carried out only after 

the test results of the new drillings are available.    Finally, KHD asked for 

mutual negotiation of modifications proposed for the new ciroumstanoes, with 

subséquent prioe revision and time schedule for execution.    The results of 

the negotiations may be susaarised as follows: 

(a)   Urgent raw material investigations should be performed to disclose 

more suitable limestone reserves for start-up of the factory.   Drilling should 

be started immediately in the vioinity of the opened quarry front to determine 

detailed oharaoteristios for the near future, together with drillings in the 

neighbourhood of the existing lime quarry looated in the northern part of the 

prospeotion area.    This part represents an uplifted member to the north of a 

major fault extending north-east - south-west.    The limestone reserves already 

studied in this area amount to 13 million tons of good quality;   only the 
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northern part of the area haa been devoted to line production.    The southern 

continuation of this area appears to be a geological extension of the prospected 

part.    The preliminary estimate for limestone reserves in the proposed area 

would amount to 12 million tons; 

(b)   Farther drilling should be extended in the middle area, between 

the lime quarry and the new cement quarry, to investigate this area as soon 

am the urgent stage is over.    This study may be considered an intermediate 

•tage.    This area was formerly overlooked on the assumption that its probable 

reserves might not be of major magnitude, but actually all possibilities should 

be explored; 

(o)   Long-term investigations should then be accomplished by extending 

the drilling work in the neighbourhood, starting with the areas to the south 

of the cement quarry and in the plains.    Reserves of raw materials should be 

assured for at least 25 years of production at the scheduled rate and 25 years 

more as a provision for probabilities of future extensions; 

(d) The first stage of urgent investigations should be accomplished 

within a maximum elapse of two months.    Only then can the true image for the 

start-up raw-mix design be finalised.    It is hoped that the good quality 

limestone to be disolosed may be mixed with available limestone from the newly 

opened quarry together with the layer of tuffs, in order to reduce the total 

percentage of kgO and to avoid complications of sorting out.    The Bu Ohaylan 

olay addition will then have to be reduoed to an extent depending on the 

amount of igneous rooks included; 

(e) It is therefore advisable to carry on with the preparation of the 

new quarry front as previously soheduled, after correcting the prooedure for 

exploitation acoording to the actual dip of the limestone strata.    In the 

present stage, it is unnecessary to make modifications involving additional 

machinery and time, for a quarry front that may change within a few months of 

its initial exploitation or for reserves that may suffice only for two years 

aooording to the latest estimate.    The general contractor may be addressed on 

this basis and in respect of his report of 12 August 1974, which composes a 

part of the general contract. 
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Oreen mountain cement project 

The Government of the Libyan Arab Republic has intended to establish an 

extension of the cement industry in the eastern ione,  in order to cope with 

increasing cement desssds in the area and to secare a surplus for export. 

On 21 February 1974, the General Rational Organization for Industrialization 

(QUOI) contracted with the Swedish firm UNICON3ULT (architects and consulting 

engineers) for studies for the installation of a cement plant in the Marj/Derna 

region, with an annual production capacity of 500,000 tons of cement. 

Investigations accomplished so far in Marj, Beida,  Susa, Sirena, Derna, 

and Uta Arrasam areas save proved limestone deposits of ample quantity arid 

quality in the main region of Marj and Derna, mainly of Miocene limestone. 

Locations of the areas are shown on the sketch in annex XII.    Most suitable 

olay deposits were fossd only in the Marj area vhereas the others were 

not promising}    some slaoes are entirely devoted to agricultural projects and 

in others the olay is «suitable for the project since it is embedded in huge 

strata of dolomitic lises tone, or it is not homogeneous with occasional traoes 

of undesirable ingredients suoh as magnesia,  sulphate, alkalies and ohlorides, 

irregularly pronounoei at various levels which would be difficult to avoid. 

Investigations have not revealed any appreciable economically accessible gypsum 

deposits in both régisse.   The nearest gypsum formations exist in areas of 

tejma, Hewa Il-Bsrag, su Marian and Bl-Oara ;   all these areas are in the 

vicinity of or at less! nearer to Benghazi. 
2 

The pilot investigation work was oarried out in a total area of 60 km 

distributed over 12 separate areas of major interest.    Preliminary work was 

oonoludsds   geological surveying, topographical mapping, pilot trenching and 

drilling;, sampling sai analyses.   Pilot conclusions are summarised in the 

following stotion. 

AmP9tVP9w 

This are* ii sitssted around the village of Us Arrasan at an altitude of 

60-60 n nsove sea-level (masi).   The olay has a high oontent of ohlorides 

whioh would oréate inssnvenlenoes for the dry process.    It underlies an over- 

burden of 10-15 n of limestone with a r»xj higa oontent of MgO whioh renders 

the aooese to olay impracticable. 
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Ar»» DL 1 (Dem*) ¡ ¡ 

This area extends between the upper border of the escarpment and the 

Mediterranean Ssa,  bounded in the east by Wadi Naga and in the west  by 

Wadi an Tagah.    The predominant kind of rock is composed of different kinds 

of limestone.    Except for the uppermost 30-40 a,  the rock is of good quality 

for cement manufacture. 

Area DC 4 (km 23) 

This location is 23 km south-east of De ma where the main road Dema-Tobruk 

crosses Wadi Martubah, at an altitude of 220 masi.    Clay deposits yielded 

negative results,  since they are only occasionally of a thickness corresponding 

io the depth of the Wadi and are restricted by its slopes. 

Area DC 5 (Qhawt el Quanabi) 

This area is about 5 km west of the village of Martubah at an altitude 

of about 320 masi.    Ho appreciable clay was found except  for superficial amounts 

in the central parts. 

Area DC 6 (km 19) 

This area is 19 km south-east of De ma at an altitude of about 260 masi. 

A great layer of pure consistency is embedded deep below 30 ¡n of dolomitic 

limestone of the same geological formation as that in Um Arrazam.    Access to 

the day is therefore impractical. 

Areas ML 3/ML 4 (Mari) 

These areas are situated on the south-eastern bordering slope towards 

the Marj plateau,  respectively 6 and 5 ta» south-east and south of the city of 

Old Marj.    Crystalline limestone is the predominant kind of rock.    There are 

huge amounts of pure limestone with a low content of magnesia, alkalies and 

chlorides. 

Areas MC S/MC 10/MC 11 (Kar.i) 

These areas are on the slope of Marj Plateau, to the north 290-330 masi, 

to the north 300-320 masi, and to the north-west 290-370 masi.    The amount 
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of clay increases fro« the north to the south where it attains a considerable 

thickness up to 7-20 ••        The clay is pure and free from gravel,  except MC 11 

where a thin ho ri son of limestone underlies thin superficial clay. 

Area 01 (Al-Hl»adah) 

This area is in the vicinity of the village of Al-Himadah,  about 25 km west 

of Harj at an altitude of 300-375 masi.    Gypsum is found occasionally as 

or/stalline aggregates located in oaves on the tops of hills, which would limit 

their extension,  or in flat plains.    At the surface there are no  indications 

where to find gypsum, which makes the geographical distribution somewhat 

Rephasard. 

Proa the above-mentioned pilot survey the most feasible areas seem to be 

ML 3 for limestone and ML 7 or ML 10 for clay within the Marj area, about 90 km 

to the east of Benghazi.    A preliminary indication is given in annex XIII of the 

average limestone and clay analysis for Marj pilot prospection.     Por a more 

precise idea of various possibilities of raw-mix composition from these raw 

•ateríais, more detailed investigations would be required.    A more elaborate, 

detailed investigation in the Oreen Mountain has been undertaken by GNOI,  among 

the international consulting firms.    In this connexion the consultant would 

recommend that various facts be included in a sound feasibility study.    It would 

be of vital importance to initiate a precise market study,  taking into 

consideration the cost recent, trends in cement demand based on the prospectives 

of national industrialisation plans, as well as on the latest view of the 

export market especially in the Hediterranian countries and in middle and west 

African regions.    It is worth mentioning that the information obtained at the 

latest Amman Conference, which was organized by the Industrial Development 

Center for Arab States (IDCAS), threw light on the present boom in extennions of 

the cement  industry which will certainly be reflected in the cement export 

market.    In Heat Africa an industrial complex is being projected for the 

production of cement sufficient to meet development programmes in the area. 

Tais project is a transaction amone several West African countries and may be 

financed by the World Bank.    Furthermore,  in the Great Sahara,  adjacent to the 

Libyan Arab Republic on its southern frontiers, the Republic of Niger is preparing 

an extension of the cement industry up to 10 times the local requirements, 

lifer is therefore negotiating for a common export market with Nigeria through 
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ih« Bconomio Commission for Afrioa (SCA).   The feasibility study recommended 

will certainly help decision maker» to «elect the most suitable «it« location 

and determine the most appropriate project «ise.    This study may al«o tak« into 

oon«id«ration the po««ibilitie« of future extensions of the Benghaii work«,  in 

virtu« of the ideal circumstance« of raw material«, eiport facilitie«, experienced 

labour force and other techno-eoonomic advantage«. 

In the cour«« of the present tendering for a raw materials study in the 

Marj/I*•* *r«*i  hCC WM *PProached to have kiln Mo. 1 used to make pilot tests 

for the «emi-industrial investigation« of «ample« of the raw material« related 

to Barj/l*rne c«B«nt project.    In thi« connexion, the consultant recommends 

that any discussions should take into basic consideration all factor« affecting 

security of machinery and continuity of good quality production without any 

interruption.    The mo«t important question« to be clarified are: 

(a) Inve»tigation» of the composition of raw material«, with «pecial 

reference to undesirable ingr«di«n*"t raw-mix deeign with «ub»equent moduli, 

expected impact of each factor on performance of machinery and quality of 

product; 

(b) Ouarantees against possible deviations fro« optimal procedures, 

involving probable incidents of material damage, prooess failure, unbalanced 

performance, defective products, or production loss.   This necessitates a 

detailed account oft 

(i)    Measure« to be taken to asaure well-qualified technioal 
personnel, experienced and in «uffioient nuaber to immediately 
rectify any abnormal phenomena; 

(ii)    Liabilities for replacement of damaged material, compensation 
for defeotive or lost production in oa»e« «uoh as clogging 
of Billa, blockage of heat exchangers, abnormal wear of 
lining, massive clinker coating promoting ring formation, 
excessive dust recirculation, side effects of undesirable 
ingredients. 

In view of all the above-mentioned risk«, it would be more feasible to 

arrange for a seai-industrial test  in a well-equipped pilot plant in accordance 

with established technological practice. 
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Sundry que»tions 
I 

fiorine the three Mart ha* aission, various daily problems were encountered. 

Through close co-operation with the national counterparts, the consultant kept 

informed of the particulars of process operation and aaintenance.    The 

procedure of tackling problems was through discussion and systematic investigation.. 

Proper solutions were ooasequently found and adopted.    The following are some 

samples of such problems. 

Chrpsum quarries 

Raw gypsum was being quarried from Ar-Ragaa quarries 39 kn to the east of 

Bsnghaii in the vicinity of Ar-Ragma village (see annexes XIV and XV).    The 

gypsum stock in the factory was gradually diminishing and a partial reduction of 

the output of the cement mills was threatening production. 

The problem originated from transport difficulties owing to complications 

involving the connecting side road to the new Ragaa gypsum quarry.    The LCC 

gypsum transport had to take a longer route along a bumpy passage  in the desert 

off the paved main road, which together with special local restrictions in the 

area was reducing the productivity of the plant. 

To secure the gypssm necessary for cement grinding without a deficiency 

and consequent interruption, the consultant organised a plan for exploitation 

of the old Ragaa quarry muring a transitional period in which there would be 

ample time for securing cement grinding, making up a suitable gypsum stock in 

the factory site, and solving problems of additional road length to the new 

Ragas quarry.    To execute the plan a new convenient entrance was blasted to make 

a short passage to the neighbouring asphalt road.    Obstacles were removed by 

clearing away limestone harriers.    The gypsuo handling was thus restricted to a 

paved road and economical transport, and the situation was ameliorated. 

However, the gypsum reserves in the old Ragaa quarry are United, and the 

consultant recommends that it bo exploited only as a standby in emergency cases. 

(•»rrying should be resumed in the old Rigas quarry after the road transport 

problem has boon properly settled. 
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Cement physical tests T 

Okie of the most   important questions that worried personnel in charge of 

quality control was the remarkably low resulti of compression-strength tests 

performed in the LCC physical laboratory.    As may be seen from annex XVI, most 

oement samples had strength figures that did not comply with requirements of 

the British Standard Specification's (BSS 12/1958).      After detailed investiga- 

tions of procedures of cjuality control and a general survey of process particu- 

lars, the testing conditions were carefully revised.    The quality of testing sand 

and the quantity of guaging water were first checked.    The hydraulic compression- 

strength testing machino was calibrated by an external pressure gauge belonging 

to the concrete crushing machine of 0 A B.    The speed and rate of vibrations 

of the standard vibrating machine (cube) were controlled and its exhausted 

springs were replaced by a new set that could be manufactured in the workshop 

of a sister cement factory.    Meanwhile the mortar mixer was provided with a 

rectified mixing paddle with an adjusted clearance.    Ultimately,  the ideal 

testing conditions were established, and the proper testing results were attained. 

As indicated in annex XVII,  the compression-strength test results consequently 

«towed crushing figures of 256 kg/cm   for 3 days, and 375 kg/cm2 for 7 days in 

the average for the month of March 1975 after rectification of testing conditions. 

This meant about a 60jC advantage for the cement produced over the requirements 

of standard specifications, which indicates the superior quality of production. 

Production of masonry cement 

The recent trend towards acceleration of national development plans in 

the Libyan Arab Republic has created an increased demand for cement.    Several 

extension projects are being executed, while investigations are being performed 

for the installation of new cement plants.    During the transition period until 

looal oement production will be sufficient for covering looal consumption, it 

would be more economical to produce masonry oement.    This would represent a more 

eoonoaical application of natural resources and would add supplementary products 

to the national potential.    LCC can produce masonry oement at an economical cost/ 

prioe and consequently a lower sales price, still with more profit.    Moreover 

tas production capacity increases considerably with the same number of rotary 

kilns.    It is also economical for oement consumers since they can apply cheaper 

oement for various purposes such as plain concrete, mortar for building bricks, 

and plastering* work, which do not necessarily require high-res i stanoe cement. 
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The high-grinding capacity installed in the existing works and extension 

project provides a good possibility for production of masonry oement which 

requires «ore grinding units in view of the finer grinding and bigger quantities. 

If     figure of 25^ is taken as a proportion for mixing the added ingredient in 

the masonry cement - as a preliminary estimate for calculation of necessary 

(rinding units - the grinding scheme may be programmed as follows: 

(a)   The production capacities of the two existing production lines and 

the extension (Benghazi  3 to be started up within the next few months): 

Produci ion 
oapacity 
(tons 
normal 

Portland 
cement) 

210,000 

420,000 

420.000 

Clinker production 

(tons/day) (tons/year) **??% 

Production line I 

Production line II 

Production line III 

Total 

600 

1,200 

1.200 

3,000 

200,000 

400,000 

400.000 

1,000,000 

retarder (tons) 

10,000 

20,000 

20.000 

50,000 1,050,000 

(b)   Available grinding possibilities may be expressed as follows: 

Cement mills Orindin* capacity 
Surplus 

available 
(Tons/h x 22 h/day x 330 working days) (Grinding 

units) 
Production lint I 45 990 326,700 116,700 
Production line II 90 1,930 653,400 233,400 
Produotion line III .22 1J232 653.400 ?«|400 

Total 225 4,950 1,633,500 583,500 

The above-mentioned data clearly indicate that the grinding facilities 

could handle about 55JÉ «or* material than the available produotion oapaoities oan 

•apply.    In other words about 36jt of the available grinding oapacity is idle 

and oan therefore be utilised for extra grinding of now type« of ceaent. 

If the application of masonry ornent is reatrioted to purposes other than 

rainforced conorete construction, it may be foreseen that about 40JL of oement 

oonauaption would bo of the masonry type.    The produotion soheae oan therefore 

allow for the following Material handling: 
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Type Clinker Additive 0--»sum Cement Grinding units 

Normal 670,600 - 35,400 706,000 706,000 

Masonry 329.400 118,000 23.600 471,000 589.000 

Total 1,000,000 118,000 59,000 1,177,000 1,295,000 

Masonry cement can be produced only after a detailed investigation is made 

for mutability of local raw Materials for the purpose.    Before the new product 

is introduced to the local code of practice,  a comprehensive study should be 

performed to prove the perfection of the quality which should be determined 

with national research centres and approved by the authorities concerned. 

The consultant therefore recommends a detailed study for the production of 

masonry cement on a laboratory scale.    One of the promising mixing ingredients 

oould be the siliceous hard limestone forming the top 1-2 m layer in the  lime- 

stone quarry, which can be exploited in a separate bench.    The testing facilities 

are available in the laboratory where there is already a pilot jaw-crusher with 

a feed opening of 60 mm and a laboratory test ball-mill with a tube content of 

50 1.    The final results can also be verified by a small industrial test and 

the resulting pilot sample should be used in the masonry works before the 

findings are officially submitted. 

Maintenance of machinery and equipment 

The procedure of preventive maintenance is one of the most important 

opérations in the Benghasi cement works.    The effioienoy of the machinery and 

equipment and productivity depend mainly on the sufficiency of maintenance 

activities as well as the correctness of operational processes.    The process 

personnel must take care of cleanliness of all parts of production units to 

maintain the proper environment for effective maintenance.    The maintenance and 

lubrioation personnel may not be able to perform their task satisfactorily if 

they are confronted by inoonvenienoes suoh as dusty ohannels, blocked passages, 

and bearings and gears contaminated with dust. 

The operational personnel cannot attain optimum productivity if the 

preventive maintenance is not effectively organised and punctually performed. 

The task of 0leaning may become impracticable with flowing ohutes because of 

excessive «rear of the steel lining, dusty handling if the filters do not 

function properly, an accumulation of stagnant dust blocking the horizontal 
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dedusting pipes, and eventual leakage from various conveyors.    The production 

and maintenance processes are interrelated.    A fruitful step has been to have 

ine saintenance and operational instructions manuals of the main machine 

suppliers translated into arabic for training activities.    Preventive maintenance 

particulars should be tabulated in a simplified comprehensive schedule.    It  is 

also recommended that specified groups of maintenance personnel be assigned for 

•very group of Machinery with well-defined responsibilities for timing of 

periodic inspection,  revision checking,  routine maintenance and general over- 

hauling with special reference to man hours per operation and average lifetime 

of wearing parts. 

For example, one of the mills and related conveyors should be stopped for 

inspection and maintenance one day a week in order to cover the whole group of 

mills and their accessories consecutively in a week.    This would assure more 

intensive maintenance than performing the maintenance of all mills in one day, 

which might oocupy all personnel and still not cover emergency cases in other 

production seotions. 

The existing production lines have not been in operation long;    they are 

•till considered as good aa new.    But shortly various mechanical and electrical 

inoonvenienoes will occur as a result of the usual wear and tear encountered in 

normal practioe as machimas age.    lew sorts of serious difficulties may occur 

if protective maintenance is not kept up to the best technological standards. 

Far some specialised technologies the know-how of the machine supplier is 

valuable to assure the best results.    It is therefore recommended that a 

specialist be invited from Carl Sohenck, AO, Darmstadt, West Germany to check 

maintenance and repair of Schenk balances and constant weigh feeders ;    and an 

expert from Hal, Ness- and Regeltechnik, Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany, 

to revise, control and oalibrate fine measuring equipment, and a high calibre, 

experienced mechanical engineer fror. KKD, Industrieanlagen, Köln, 

Federal Republio of Oersmny, to rationalise a general revision and inspection of 

machinery and equipment  with speoial stress on the following! 

(a)    Programming of preventive maintenance and regular inspection and 

perlodio overhauling, tabulating the timing, ••curing the necessary material, and 

estimating the labour faro« for each operation; 
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(b)    Systematization of the procedure for ordering spare parts, starting 

with the identification of average lifetime for each wearing part and, 

consequently,  the recommended minimum stock; 

(o)    Revision of kiln alignment and consequent readjustment of roller 

supports if necessary.    In this connexion the life ring of the outlet of 

kiln II seens to exert abnormal stresses,  indicated by symptoms of stripping 

off of the lateral holding pieces of the life ring; 

(d)    Inspection of gearing systems with subsequent rectification of 

•eshing, turning or substitution of any gear or pinion if required.    One of 

the most striking examples is the pinion of the main drive for cement mill II, 

whioh suffers from abnormal wear; 

(•)    Survey of the balancing of bucket elevators.    It  should be mentioned 

that the chain of the el inker bucket elevator (P 109) has been exerting severe 

friotion against  its steel shaft so that the latter is seriously perforated. 

P 109 and P 306 are each supposed to have a 90 tons/hour lifting capacity.   ' 

On« should handle the production of the two old kilns (I and II:    installed 

production oapaoity -25+30 tons/h successively);   consequently, the other 

•levator is oonsidsred as standby.    Actually, one «levator alone is insufficient 

for clearing away the production of both kilns.    The two clinker bucket elevators 

should therefore run together all the time, thus allowing no chance for regular 

maintenance. 

The above-mentioned specialists should make yearly visits after spare parts 

and implements required for the operations in question have been prepared. 

Supplies of spare parts 

Spars parts reserves should be sufficient to MC re the proper functioning 

of machinery and equipment.   A missing spare part can easily cause a stand- 

still in production.    With the progressive aging of old production lines, more 

parts will show symtoms of wear and will break down more frequently than during 

the guarantee period.   The spare parts supply should be rationalised through 

systematic prooedure of ordering in accordance with minimum stocks data. 

A considerable offert has been made to register minimum and ordering stocks 

on stock oards in the main stores.    But owing to the shortage of reliable 

information about tas main features of wearing parts in terms of average life- 

time and probable eventualities these figures of sinimum and ordering stocks 

-SM 
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•hould be revised from time to time according to practice and the advice of 

•achine suppliers.    The system of spare parts should not be subject to hazard 

or depend on the care of someone whose memory may not be entirely reliable. 

It would be advisable to make a general order at  the beginning of each 

calendar year.    This operation would profit fron  reference to the general 

inventory which is normally performed by a reliable committee at the year's 

•nd.    Another phase of ordering on a smaller scale may follow during the year 

if excessive application reduces a particular item to the ordering stock. 

The storekeeper would then notify the technical  person concerned who would 

investigate the reasons for the additional requirement and readjust according 

to practical experience and special working condition«.    The rectified quantities 

would then be passed to the purchase department   for quotations and the issue of 

official orders in tine.     In case the stock figure attains the minimum or 

critical stock, special  emergency measures would have to be taken to speed up 

procurement. 

It is advisable to keep up a stock of two years*  consumption of imported 

•pare parts, taking into con« i de rat ion the time necessary for: submission of the 

requisition;    exchange of correspondence;   working out of quotation;    evaluation 

and issue of official order with credit opening;    delivery tine of 6-12 months; 

and packing, shipment and clearance from customs.    A precise register should 

be kept in the sain stores, including the life history of each operation in the 

for» of follow-up from the first purchase request through stages of technical 

revision,  submission of requisition or tender,  procurement of quotations, 

«valuation and approval,  opening of credit,  issue of the official order, 

confirmation of suppliers, ««livery and shipment, arrival to local port, 

cus toas clearanoe of consignment, to reception with revision and quality 

control and ultimately classification in the proper bin.   Each step should be 

clearly marked out with data and reference number, and delays should be made 

up in time.    This prooedure would eliminate the  risk of surprises with missing 

•par« parts and would also avoid blockage of th« purchase prooedure at any of 

ih« import stages. 

Survey of refractory lining 

Airing the period of the mission kiln Ko. II was stopped to re line the 

burning son« with magnesite fir« bricks (KZ) and th« transition son« with 
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magnesite chrome fire bricks (MC).    It was noted that the required dimension 

(B 420) was intermingled with intrusive dimension (B 320) owing to faulty 

packing into wooden crates marked the same (B 420).    Meanwhile kiln No.  I was 

stopped for maintenance of the Puller clinker cooler.    The inspection of fire 

bricks revealed some weak points in the calcination zone of 42# A1„0V but the 

re lining was hampered by the insufficiency of adequate bricks of the sort. 

A full survey was made of the situation, and the incident was taken as an 

instance pointing to the necessity for reorganization.    The stock of fire 

bricks was revised and an up-to-date  inventory was established.    Based on the 

original kiln data, guide figures for minimum and ordering stocks were drawn 

up, and a requisition was submitted for ordering the necessary bricks to make 

up complete lining sets (annex XVIIl). 

The procedure for following up life history refractory lining was discussed 

with the technical personnel responsible.    A register was started to give the 

particulars of refractory relining,  starting with dimensions of inlet, calcina- 

tion, transition, sintering, and outlet zones, with relevant refractory types, 

reference particulars, number of bricks per ring and total number off per zone 

(see annex XIX).    Por «very relining operation a linear representation has to 

be indicated in the relined spot, with registration of the relining date, worked 

length, type and number of applied fire bricks.    The accumulated serieB of 

linear representations in one relining after another will  illustrate the life 

history of fire bricks at every point along the kiln.    Subsequent information 

can therefore be concluded for mean lifetime of refractory material in every 

spot, the average consumption of firebricks per ton of realised clinker 

production, and deviations from normal rates in relation to abnormal burning 

conditions.    This infomation would be of great value for rationalizing the 

application of firebricks, economy of refractories consumption,  and systematiza- 

tion of ordering operations. 

Organisation of refilling mills 

Adequate ••asures must be taken to keep up the recommended optimum oharges 

of grinding media in the raw and cement mills.   A discrepancy in the mill charge 

leads to reduced output owing to lack of grinding power.    Moreover,  it makes 

for excessive wear on the lining plates and grinding bodies because of the 

increased fall of steel balls instead of the designed cascading motion. 
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The caae study of raw mill No. II is an exemplification of checking procedure. 

Inspection of the mill showed a lower charge  level.    The lining plates 3howed 

symptoms of excessive wear.   As a consequence,  the classifying action of lining 

plates was reduced to some extent, and the steel balls were evidently segregated. 

Steel balls of the  largest diameters are concentrated along the first five rows 

of lining plates in the second compartment  right after the diaphragm.    This posi- 

tion consequently shows heavy wear, which is aggravated by a peculiar phenomenon 

of breakage of lining platos.    In this connexion it would be advisable to fill 

in the hollow back of the lining plates with asbestos cement mortar.    The grind- 

ing features of raw mill No. II are graphically represented in the particle 

distribution grindability curve (annex XX),   which shows the feeble  rate of 

disintigration because of the lower charge  and the sharp break after the middle 

diaphragm because of the segregation.     It  is therefore recommended that profit 

b« nade of the next stoppage of kiln No.   II to sort out steel balls of raw mill 

Ko. II, re-weigh the classified dimensions and fill up the mill with the 

recommended charge of grinding bodies.    Refillings have to be regularly registered 

in the follow-up sheet shown in annex XXI.     Ultimately, from the  interrelation 

between various data the average wear of grinding bodioB may be determined per ton 

production, and the average electrical power drop for the consumption of each 

ton of grinding media.    After a few years»   practice the final average figures 

oan be applied for further refillings;    with the mill inspection the situation 

is revised and the refilling is performed accordingly: 

(a) The total output of the mill is added up sinoe the previous filling, 

this produotion tonnage is then multiplied by the average figure for wear of 

(rinding bodies per ton of ground material:      gm media wear/ton x tonnage 

produotion - required charge filling; 

(b) The total drop in the rated kW consumption of the mill proper (ex- 

cluding accessories) is worked out in tenes of tonnage of corresponding 

grinding media:    kW drop x tonnage media per kW - required charge refilling. 

The saae result may also be obtained from the nill amperage whioh can be 

worked out according to the relation: 

f* YAiooP n COB * (inW,) 

Hhere I•• power of motor, 7 • voltage, A - amperage, n - efficiency of motor 

(0.68-0.9)i and cos • « power factor, dependent on the phase displacement 

of the motor (the value of this rating is indicated on the rating plate of the 

motor); 
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(o) The charge of steel balls is measured in each mill oompartment, by 

measuring the empty section or by counting the circumferential rows of lining 

plates.    The volume of charge is then calculated according to the equation: 

i: w     ./ a     2_    bh\ 

Where V - volume of charge, L - length of compartment,  r - radius, b - breadth 

of charge,  a • angle from oentral column, and h • perpendicular distance to 

center. 

The weight is worked out from the specific weight to be practically 

determined.    Quidelines for specific weights may be taken as: 

Diameter of steel balls (mm): 30 40 50 60 70 80 

Specific weight of bulk - no/.        . _.rt       . ¿M        . _-.        .  ,nn      .  MÄ (kg/m*):       * 4i900      4,740      4,600      4,560      4,490     4,400 

The weight of actual charge is related to the recommended charge, and the 

deficit is ooncluded by the difference.    Ultimately, the three aforementioned 

alternatives are combined for attaining the most reliable conclusion, according 

to which the refilling is accomplished up to the optimum charge.    The latter is 

calculated according to percentage loading, to be multiplied by the clear cross- 
2 

sectional area in •   x length of the mill, or specific compartment in metres 

x balk density of grinding media in kg/m . 

This procedure simplifies the refilling operation without need for frequent 

re-weighing.    A general revision may thus be sufficient onoe every year for 

rectifying any accumulated error and sorting out deformed,  split and worn-out 

grinding bodies.    The aforementioned registration system systematizes the 

refilling proceedings, allows an evaluation to be made of the qualities of 

various make« of grinding media, and ensures ample ordering of yearly require- 

ments aooording to the scheduled production. 
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II.      RECOMMENDATIONS -     '. , 

Tb* following recoamendations are based on the findings and conclusions of 

this report: 

1. It would be advisable for LCC to strengthen the labour foroe as detailed 

in annex XXII, thus making available the technical personnel required to operate 

the third production line and sufficient also for the Hawari cement works. 

floue of the best qualified present operators and maintenance attendants can 

take oare of the third production line, and some of the assistants may be 

promoted to take on nor« elaborate responsibilities in the old plant. 

2. Ike available gypsusi reserves are sufficient only for 10 years'  ceaent 

production, whereas at least 25 years'  lifetime should be assured.    Detailed 

investigations for new gypsum resources are necessary.    The former proposal 

for the establishment of a p last or industry in the region might be postponed 

farther until the results of present investigations assure at least 6 million 

tons of raw gypsum for cement industry. 

3. It is essential to secure the required water supply for the expanding 

industries up to 2,000 m   per day.    The sixth water well in Wadi Oat tora should 

be operated and conneoted to the automatic control system, which is to be ad- 

jmstei to a working sequence in two consecutive groups with adequate pressure 

gauges and flow meters,    farther confirmatory tests are needed to indicate 

extra measures to be taken before the start-up of the Hawari plant. 

4*    It is evident that the progressive deterioration of raw water imposes an 

extra burden on the present déminéralisation plant.    The blow-down process 

•oat he performed more frequently to dilute the concentration of total 

dissolved solids.    Reinforcement of the déminéralisation procedure is therefore 

of primary importance. 

5. With the foreseen increase in sanitary water consumption in accordance with 

the growth of the labomr foroe, it is neoessary to extend the present sewage 

handling facilities,  either by doubling the existing biological treatment 

installation or by oonmectting the site sewage with the main drainage system, 

to he aoooaplished by the municipal authorities. 

6, fhe gypstai storage min may not suffice for more than two days* cement grind- 

ing with the three casant mills.    It would be advisable to keep in one 
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-compartment of the raw materials storage hall a supplementary gypsum storage, 

which can be reclaimed by the stope scraper and transferred to rubber belt 

conveyors leading to the gypsum hoppers of the cement mills. 

7. For fruitful reinforcement of the project for the training and managerial 

development centre LCC might make use of technical training aids,  industrial 

information services, research and documentary facilities arranged by UNIDO. 

8. To attain optimum production in the existing lime plant it would be advisable 

to increase the range of sised limestone to 25-70 mm, maintain a strict control 

over crusher performance,  enlarge the screening delivery chute,  and keep the 

raw storage silo full to avoid limestone crumbling owing to deep fall. 

9. In the course of planning particulars for the extension of the lime plant, 

profit should be made of the huge  limestone crushing capacity of the third 

cement production line and the Hav/ari cement plant.    Bottle-necks in present 

•torage capacities should be remedied with adequate storage extensions. 

10. For a closer approach to solving the problems of raw materials  in the 

8ouk El-Khanis cement project, urgent drilling should be done in the vicinity 

of the opened quarry front near the lime quarry and the intermediate region; 

this should be followed by long-term investigations in the southern area and 

plains to assure reserves for at  least 25 years*  production. 

11« Por a proper evaluation of the Karj/Dema cement project the scheduled 

detailed raw materials study should be backed up with a complete feasibility 

study that would include a recent market study to select the most suitable 

site location and to determine the most appropriate project size.    This study 

may also consider possibilities of future extensions of the Benghazi  cement 

industry,  in virtue of the ideal circumstances of raw materials,  export 

facilities, experienced labour force and other techno-economic advantages. 

12. In virtue of excessive surplus cement-grinding capacity,  it is recommended 

that masonry cement be produced after performance of a detailed investigation 

to determine the suitability of local raw materials for the purpose. 

Before the product is introduced to the local code of practice, a comprehensive 

study should be made to prove the perfection of the quality which is to be 

negotiated with national research centres and approved by the concerned 

authorities. 
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13. As tao gypsum reserves is the old Ragjna quarry are limited,  and because of 

favourable conditions  in thia quarry, its exploitation should be kept as 

standby only in emergency cates.     It is therefore proposed to resume quarrying 

in the new Ragna quarry after the road transport conditions have been improved. 

14» Preventive maintenance particulars should be tabulated in a simplified 

eonprthensive schedule.    A group of maintenance personnel with well-defined 

responsibilities should be selected for every group of machinery;    this 

personnel would be responsible for timing of periodic inspection, revision 

checking,  routine maint enano« and general overhauling with special reference 

to san-hours per operation and average lifetime of wearing parts. 

15» Arrangement should be naie for a specialist  from Schenck to make a yearly 

inspection and overhauling visit to check maintenance and repair of Schenck 

balances and constant weigh feeders;    an expert  from H * B to revise,  control 

and oalibrate fine measuring equipment;   and a high calibre,    experienced 

mechanical engineer from KH9 to rationalize a general revision and inspection 

programe for preventive maintenance, to systematize the ordering of spare 

parts, to revise the alignment,  and to inspect  the gearing systems and the 

balancing of the bucket elevators. 

16. Provision of spare parts should be rationalized with a systematic procedure 

of spontaneous ordering in accordance with ordering and minimum stocks data. 

It would be advisable to sake a general order at the beginning of each calendar 

year, profiting fro« the inventory of the year»s end.    Another phase of ordering 

on a smaller scale night follow during the year  if excessive wear and tear 

reduces the stock of a particular item.    A precise register should be kept 

la the main stores giving tat history of each operation as a follow-up until 

reception with revision and quality control. 

17» A register should be kept giving particulars of refractory relining, with 

a linear representation of every relining operation.    The accumulated serios 

of registration would illustrate the lifetime of refractory material in every 

spot, the average consumption of firebricks per ton of realized clinker 

production, and deviations fros normal conditions. 

16* Adequate measures should be taken for keeping up the recommended optimum 

oharges of grinding «edia is the raw and cement mills. Refi 1 lings should be 

registered regularly on a follow-up sheet.    The interrelation between various 
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dai* should b« studied to fifurt out th« avaraf« wear of grinding bodies par ton 

of produotion, and th« avaraga electrical power drop for «ach ton of consumption 

of grinding aedia.    Thas« conclu»ioni can be utilised as guidano« for further 

•ill rtfillings. 
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Annex III 

NAMES AND FUNCTIONS OP PROJECT 
C0UUTERPART3 

H. Hajib Lathram 

A. M. El-Gheriani 

I.  Shaglouf 

A. Mukraz 

ft. El-Naihoura 

ft,  Berruin 

H.  Lotfy 

S. Awad 

A. Hakam Qamal El Din 

A. Fat hi 

A.  Bakr El Sa It any 

ft.   Shchata 

A«  Be lime in 

ft. Tue i ma 

S.  Hikal 

A. Latif Comaa 

B. Din Abdel Rehman 

ft» Eleyan 

ft. Ahmed 

K. El Ubeidi 

ft.  Ben Zablah 

3.  Bekhit 

ft. Ben Shoroud 

B. All 

I. El-Pa Uah 

ft. Qamal Azouz 

F. El-Dilih 

ft. Abdel ftukdi 

A.  Irtiaz 

A.  Siddi q 

I. El-Degawi 

Chai rman 

General  director 

Director of adninistrative affairs 

Administrative manager 

Financial  manager 

Commercial manager 

Management and training adviser 

Financial   adviser 

Legal adviser 

Chief process department 

Chief process department 

Chief mechanic, maintenance department 

Chief mechanic, maintenance section 

Chief mechanic,  workshop 

Chief electrician, maintenance department 

Electrical maintenance  engineer 

Electrical maintenance  engineer 

Electrical maintenance  engineer 

Chief,   laboratory department 

Chief,   laboratory section 

Chief,   crushing section 

Chief,   quarries section 

Chief, mi .lo section 

Kiln engineer 

Chief,  Ici In section 

Chief,  packing eection 

Chief,   transport section 

Chief,  lime plant 

Project  engineer 

Shift engineer 

Chief, stores section 
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Annex VIT 

GRAIN-SIZE DISTRIBUTION OP CffJSHED LIKESTOE 
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Annex IX 

PROPOSAL:    BASIC DATA POR EXTENSION OP LUE PLANT 

Feasible production capacity:    43,000 tons/year of hydrated lime:    Ca(0H)2 

Production capacities of main items: 

Lime kiln.  Nominal capacity of 100 tone/24 hours of quicklime (CaO),   complying 

with BSS and DIN 1060;    products to be utilized for building purposes with 

provisions allowing for various industrial purposes.     The supplier should 

select tho burning design moat suitable for the limestone quality,  which ho hsv 

to  investigate himself through available data and representative ¿ampios. 

Lime hydrating plant.     12 tons/h of Ca(GH)2,   operating time  16 hours,   sis days,^ 

week. 

Packing plant.     Two two-spout packing machines of 15 tons/h each,  onorating   . 

period 8 hours,   six days/week. 

Storage capacities.    Storage facilities to be installed of suitable: material ar.c 

design matching type of supplied units: 

Raw limestone (sieved dimensions) 4,000 m" 

Waste materials (undersise limestone)  1,000 m 

Kiln discharge (CaO bervice bunker) 100 m 

Lime hydrate (Ce(OH)  ) 2,500 W 

Available raw limestone.    To be procured from crushing products of: 

Hammer crusher:     capacity 275 tons/to,   delivered by KHD for Benghazi 
third production line under extension for LCC;   starting date July  i975, 

Hammer crusher:     capacity 550 tone/h,   KHD delivery to  Hawari cement 
plant under construction;  starting date March 1578. 

ion) 

Vibrating screens ani conveying systems.    These are to be designed to profit 

fro« possibilities for providing both production lines (existing and extensi 

with raw stone with required dimensions.    Accessory machinery,  including 

crushing, grinding and conveying systems, should be foreseen with surplus of 

50> store than guaranteed capacities of main production units. 

Process technology. This should be adapted to substantial of the existing 

plant,  including heavy furnace fuel, 6KV electrical power supply and available 

water resources. 

Process technology. This should be adapted to subctantials of the existir^; 

plant, including heavy furnace fuel, 6KV electrical power supply ana avail- 

able water resources. 
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Annex X 

«irr   LOCAT/ON   OF   SOUft   ML-MatltS  VfiQJCZT 
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Annex XI 

in g LOcrrtoH Of  $0UK £i-K*/mis  PnojtcT 
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Annex XIV 
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Annex XV 
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Annex XVIII 

FIRE BRICKS LINIUO OF KILN NO.   1 

(General ourvey and reconmejided orders) 

Fire 
brick 

.¿ft« 
Raf 
No. 

Number 
per 

rinç 

Total 
nunber 
off 

Number 
re- 

quired 

Stook 
1/4/76 

Roc orn- 
ai ended 
order 

Ordered 
stock 

450 

Minimum 
stock 

230 OB 75 D 1 107 107 450 633 
D 2 107 107 450 596 - 450 230 
D 3 107 107 450 567 - 450 230 
»4 105 105 450 483 - 450 23O 
D5 105 525 1100 

?3000 

873 

4712 

300 

18000 

1100 550 
NZ B420 105 10500 23000 11000 

B220 41 4100 8500 15216 - 85OO 4500 
B 20 4 4OO 1000 372 600 10C0 

7000 

500 

1500 A50T A420 77 3080 7000 7OOO 
A220 7 280 600 - 600 600 300 
D 20 21 84O I8OO - 1800 1800 900 

Otto 42 A416 77 3850 4000 2016 2000 4000 4000 
A216 7 350 500 200 300 500 500 
D   2 21 1050 1200 540 700 1200 1200 

Otto 35 A416 77 4235 4500 .. 45OO 4500 4500 
A216 7 385 400 - 400 400 400 

IK   39 

D   2 

D   6 

21 1155 1200 - 1200 1200 1200 

92 92 100 220 100 100 
»   7 «7 87 100 - 100 100 100 
9   8 82 82 100 - 100 100 100 
0   9 77 77 100 - 100 100 100 

>». Insul. 103 8652 9OOO - 9OOO 9000 9OOO 
„. 
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Annex XAI 

TOLUOVM^UP  3H«T fOfi   HILL    *RETlUL\NQ 

(Raw mill No.2) 

)h¡, t» fh, f/UV///t/, »>//,}, », ,„f, ,»//,„„„, 
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Annex XXII 

PROPOSED RBUPORCEMEKT OP LABOUR FORCE 

Position 
Actual 
maaber 

Bomber reçpiirad To  be  employed 
Denghaz] 

1 and 2 
Exten- 
sion 3 

Total fcane- 
diate 

Second 
stage 

Total 

• SAW MATERIALS t 

Ohisf raw oat. dept 

Chief quarry section 1 1 - 1 - - - 

Ohisf quarry Subsec, - - - - - 1 1 

Foreman R.Mat.Shift 1 1 1 2 - - - 

Blasting Specialist - - - - - 

Blasting Op«raton AB 2 2 - 2 - - - 

Blasting Assistant 2 2 - 2 - - - 

Implosives Ouard 4 4 - 4 - - - 

Ohisf Crusher Seo. - - - - — - - 

Chief Crusher SubSeo - - - - - - 

Crus ho r1 s Foreman 1 1 - 1 - - - 

Crusher Operator ABC 3 3 2 5 - 2 2     ! 

Crusher Assistant 3 3 2 5 • -   • 2 2     j 
Conveyor Operator 

Coaa^n Labourer 

3 

7 

3 
7 

4 
7 

7 
14 

- 4 

7 
4 

' 7" 
Drilling Foreman      : 1 

..-—-- -_ 
" 1    4  -    j - M 

JUo*. Brillar ABC   •. 2   . ..2-.. _. «• _2 .. . .—   ... (. _> j ...... 

land Brillar 2 
i 

2 2 ; 4    ' - 2 2 

Brillar Assistant. .3 ,3   • 2 J>    ' 
t 

2 2 

Foreman Heavy Eq.uip. - - -   • - 
i 

r ..- 

Bri ver Heavy Equip Q" 12 12 ' 4 16 2      t 2 4 
Bilver Heavy Equip. 0? 6 6   ' • 6 12    : i 6 JS 
fteoh.  Shovel Asst. 2 2 : 2 J i 2     • 2 

»BOOBS, s : 
2 

i 
i  ; 

i 

-    1 
1    I _ Ohisf Proosss Dept. 

Chief Mill Seo.        ; 1 i  ; - ¡ 1 - - - 

Chief Mill Subsso.  ; 1 i ; - ; 1    ' _     t - - 

•ills Foreaian 1      ! 1  ! i 1 - - - 

Hill Operator ABC 

Killer Assistant 

10 

7    ' 
12 

10 
4 

~6 
16 ; 
16 

2 

"3     , 

4 
"6 

6 
"9 

Conveyor Operator 6    i 6 
i 

4 , io 
i 

4 4 
Cocsjon Labourer " ' ~ ' 
Soraper Operator AB 

î ! 
„      1 

—TO -| •6 ! 16 3 6    ; 9 

Saraper Assistant 10 10   ; 7 17 .- 7 7   J 
I 



- 8? - 

Posti on 

Ckief Kiln Section. 

Caief Kiln Subeootion. 
Kiln For«usa, 

turner ABC 

Assistant Burner 

0/elon« Attendent 

Conveyore Attendant 

*Ml Attendant 

•enrioea Labourer 

Caief Packing Sootion 

Csief Packing Subeeo. 

taking foreman 

Bsspatoh Attendant 

raokian Operator ABC 

Fackln* Operator Aaat. 

Losung Labourer 

Errioee Labourer 

ift Superriaor 

if t Foraaaa 
Clark 1 

Blark A 

Ofcief Of Lob. Baa. 

Ohief Ub. tubaee. 

frslltjr Control tuf*». 
viser. 
Anal/at   ABC 

imiyn\ Aaaietaata 

fsstar     AM 

•arriaa« Laborer 

Actual 
number 

1 

1 

1 

10 

8 

13 

17 
2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

4 

15 

34 

4 

4 

1 

1 

4 

5 

1 

Number required 
Bsnav.az; Sxten- 
1 and 2 

1 

1 

1 

10 

10 

10 

16 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

4 

15 
26 

4 

4 

•ion 3 

5 
5 
5 
4 

2 

8 

16 

2 

1 
: 1 

- i 

6 - 

- - 

5 3 
- • 

a • 

i 1 

Total 

1 

1 

1 

15 

15 

15 
20 

2 

1 

1 

1 

6 

23 

44 
6 

4 

S 

1 

To be enployed 
Immé- 
diat« 

5 
4 

Second 
stage Total 

3 
2 

3 

2 

8 
10 

2 

5 
7 
2 

3 

2 

e 
10 

2 

ti 

r 

ma 



-ex- 

position Actual 
nuabe rpenghaz 

1  and 

Chief Ingina«r 

Chief Maint, à Up.. Deft. 

Chief Me ob. Maint.  Suo. 

Chief Mo eh. Maint.  Subs^d". 

Lubrioation Foreman 

Lubricali on Attendant ABC 

Lubrica+.iun Assistant 

Cuch. Maint. Foreman 

itter ABC 

Issi a tant Fitter 

•elder ABC 

assistant Welder 

boh. Vp. 3eo. Chief. 

heh. Wp. Subaeo.  Chief, 

boh. Workshop Foreman 

'liter AJC 

kaaistant Fitter 

leider AJC 

eaistant Melder 

tail ih ABC 

Aaalatant  Smith 

fp. Maobiiw Attendant AJC 

Vp. Maohinu At tondant Asat 

Fipe FitUr AJC 

Aaaifitant Pips Fitter. 

llaok Smith AJC 

Anni «tant llaok Smith 

Turner AJC 

Analatant Turner 

Cniaf »lannln* Bapt. 

Teoh. 3aor. Intonanti«*! 

Jmftaunn 

Ch.   Indust. Serr.  Soo. 

»umber required 

Ebrten- 
on 3 i si 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 
9 
4 

25 

11 

3 
3 
1 

4 

6 

3 

6 

2 

3 

1 

1 

4 
1 

2 

2 

T 
1 

1 

8 
10 

2 

1 

1 

1 

4 
3 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

Total. 

To be employed 

Immedi- 
ate 

10 

10 e 

2 o 

Second 
étage 

1 

3 

1 

10 

1 

1 

1 

4 
3 

Total 

t 2 

2 2 

2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

1 

10 

10 

2 

1 

1 

1 

4 
3 

L 



¡Position 

7ereeian InduBt.   Serv. 
Carpentor ABC 
Aaaiatant Carpenter 
Ntion ABC 
Aeeiatant Mason 
Services Labourer 
Fainter ABC 
iaeintant Painter 
Ch*   InduBt.  Security 
attendant Indua.   Security 
Chief Transport   daptt. 
Ch. H.  Equip.   Subaec. 
foreman H.  Equip. 
Mechanic ABC 
Aaaiatant Mechanic 
Chief traffic  Section 
Chief traffic  eubsection 
Traffic Foreman 
Vehicle driver 
Vehicle maint,   foreman 
Mechanic ABC 
Aaaiatant machanic 
feh.  Electrician ABC 
Teohn.  Inspection 
Tyre mechanic 
Traffic Clork 
Bervico« Labourer 
Ch. Elee. m.  A wp,  deptt 
Ch. ¡Elee. m.  Section 
Ch. Eleo. in.   Subeoction 
lMtr.  ipccialiat 
Electrician ABC 
Aaaiatant Electrician 
Ch* meat, h contr.Sub 
Keae. k contrai   apoclaliet 
Inet,  eloctr.   ABC 
Aaaiatant Inet.   electrician 
Ch.  eloc. wp.   eection 
Ch. elee. wp.   subaection 
•oreaan eloc.  wp« 
Electrician 
Aaaiatant Electricien 

Actual 
number 

2 

1 

1 
6 

10 

1 
1 

31 

2 
5 

1 
1 
1 
4 
9 
6 
1 
2 

1 
2 
2 

Number • re qui rod 

Bonjhaz: Ex- Total ] 
1  and 2 ten- 

sion ,3 

1 1 
1 • 1 
1 1 2 
1 _ 1 
- 1 1 
- 6 6 

2 ,   - 2 

1 - 1 

1 
— 

1 
5 3 0 
8 - 8 

1 1 
1 _ 1 

31 6 37 
- 1 1 
2 2 4 
5 2 7 
- 1 1 

1 
. _ 1 
- — 1 
• 1 2 
1 — 1 
1 — 1 
1 — 1 
4 - 4 
9 2 11 
6 • 6 
1 — 1 
2 1 3 
- 2 2. 
- 2 2 
1 - 1 
- — • 
1 • 1 
2 2 4 
2 2 

Po   be  employed 

ate 

1 
6 

6 
1 
1 
1 

1 1 
1 2 
1 2 

Total 

1 
6 

6 
1 
2 
2 
1 



• 




